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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis was to develop and analyse optimisation strategies for commercial
buildings with integrated microgrids, in order to find optimal trade-offs between
maximising profitability and facilitating renewable energy from the national power grid.
The continued proliferation of microgrids, as well as the increase in electricity produced
by renewable energy sources on the Irish national grid has necessitated the requirement for
these strategies. Models to simulate the performance of a photovoltaic system, wind
turbine and battery bank were developed and validated. The most suitable optimisation
algorithm to generate an optimal charge/discharge rate schedule for a battery bank was
selected and developed in order to minimise operating costs for building with an integrated
photovoltaic system, wind turbine and battery bank. Furthermore, a comprehensive
analysis was carried out using multi-objective optimization to investigate trade-offs
between optimising the building operating costs while simultaneously facilitating high
levels of wind generation the national power grid to reduce curtailment. The results
showed that battery charge/discharge scheduling using multiple charge/discharge rates
produced superior results (24% reduction in building operating costs) in comparison to a
standard controller using a single charge/discharge rate. A Genetic Algorithm was chosen
as the most suitable optimisation algorithm due to its superior optimization performance in
comparison to other algorithms tested. The results demonstrated that the building operating
costs decreased as the number of available charge and discharge rates was increased, with
the most suitable number of potential charge/discharge rates being 12. Multi-objective
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optimisation was then implemented with a priority weighting factor (α) being applied to
the objectives of minimising electricity costs (building operating cost) whilst also
maximizing the facilitation of wind generation on the grid. The trade-offs between the two
objectives were then assessed for varying conditions. Upon evaluating 96 scenarios with
varying weather conditions, building electricity demand, electricity pricing, microgrid
output and wind penetration on the national grid. It was observed, that when α was 20% or
higher (whereby the objective function was gradually weighted away from minimising
costs and towards wind generation facilitation), the amount of extra wind energy facilitated
from the grid was negligible while building operating costs continued to increase.
Moreover, the results indicated that large gains in wind energy facilitation could be
achieved for very small increases in building operating costs (€0.06 per 1% increase in
wind energy facilitation), demonstrating the efficacy of the optimization strategy under all
96 scenarios. The analyses carried out in this thesis produced interesting and pertinent,
results which could be used as a comprehensive means of optimising battery utilisation in
microgrids to help facilitate increased wind penetration. The outputs of the thesis may be
used to provide information to end users, electricity suppliers and government bodies to
aid in cost saving and wind energy facilitation for commercial buildings.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1 Background to research
1.1.1 Ireland’s electricity use and renewable energy contribution
The electricity consumption of Ireland comprises five key sectors: industry, residential,
transport, services and agriculture & fisheries [1]. The two sectors primarily targeted in
this work are residential and industry. Residential electricity demand made up 31% of
Ireland‘s overall 2017 electricity demand, while industry electricity demand made up 18%.
Electricity purchased from the national power grid (NPG) in Ireland is generated by
multiple sources including natural gas, coal, peat and oil, as well as renewable energy
sources. According to the ‗Energy in Ireland 2018‘ report by the Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland (SEAI) [1], in Ireland renewable energy contributed approximately
30.0% of national gross electricity production in 2017, compared to 29.6% in the European
Union (EU) [2]. These percentages have both increased year-on-year since 2010, with
Ireland‘s renewable contribution to gross electricity production increasing by 92% from
2010 to 2017 and the EU‘s contribution increasing by 47% in the same period. Table 1-1
shows the breakdown of renewable sources and their contribution to gross electricity
production for both Ireland and the EU in the period 2010–2017.
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Table 1-1: Breakdown of renewable sources (wind, hydro, biomass, biogas, PV and other (such as landfill wastes
and geothermal energy) and their contribution to gross electricity production (%) for both Ireland and the EU in
the period 2010–2017.
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

Wind

4.4

11.9

5.4

14.3

6.2

15.5

7.2

16.9

7.9

19.0

9.3

21.3

9.3

22.0

11.0

25.2

Hydro

11.2

2.6

9.5

2.7

10.2

2.8

11.4

2.7

11.8

2.6

10.6

2.5

10.8

2.5

9.1

2.4

Biomass

2.1

0.4

2.2

0.5

2.4

0.9

2.5

1.1

2.7

1.2

2.8

1.0

2.8

1.6

2.9

1.8

Biogas

1.1

0.1

1.3

0.1

1.5

0.1

1.8

0.1

2.0

0.1

2.1

0.1

2.1

0.1

2.1

0.1

PV

0.7

0.0

1.4

0.0

2.2

0.0

2.6

0.0

3.1

0.0

3.3

0.0

3.4

0.0

3.6

0.0

Other

0.7

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.8

0.6

0.8

0.6

0.8

0.6

0.9

0.5

0.9

0.5

Total

20.2

15.6

20.6

18.2

23.3

19.9

26.3

21.4

28.2

23.5

29.0

25.5

29.2

26.7

29.6

30.0

Table 1-2 shows the percentage of renewable production contributed by each renewable
source in Ireland and the EU. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 illustrate the renewable energy
breakdown for Ireland and the EU respectively.

Table 1-2: Breakdown of renewable sources (wind, hydro, biomass, biogas, PV and other (such as landfill wastes
and geothermal energy) and their contribution to total renewable production (%) for both Ireland and the EU in
the period 2010–2017
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

EU

IRE

Wind

22.0

76.3

26.5

78.6

26.8

77.9

27.5

79.0

28.1

80.9

32.2

83.5

31.8

82.4

37.2

83.9

Hydro

55.5

16.7

46.1

14.8

43.8

14.1

43.4

12.6

41.7

11.1

36.5

9.8

36.8

9.4

30.9

8.0

Biomass

10.3

2.6

10.8

2.7

10.4

4.5

9.4

5.1

9.5

5.1

9.7

3.9

9.6

6.0

9.7

6.0

Biogas

5.5

0.6

6.1

0.5

6.6

0.5

6.8

0.5

7.0

0.4

7.1

0.4

7.1

0.4

7.0

0.3

PV

3.4

0.0

7.0

0.0

9.3

0.0

10.0

0.0

10.9

0.0

11.6

0.0

11.7

0.0

12.3

0.1

Other

3.3

3.8

3.5

3.3

3.2

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.9

2.6

2.9

2.4

2.9

1.9

3.0

1.7

Figure 1-1: Electricity production (MWh) from renewable sources (wind, hydro, biomass, biogas, PV and other
(such as landfill wastes and geothermal energy) for Ireland in the period 2010-2017.
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Figure 1-2: Electricity production (MWh) from renewable sources (wind, hydro, biomass, biogas, PV and other
(such as landfill wastes and geothermal energy) for Europe in the period 2010-2017.

Wind energy accounted for 83.9% of Ireland‘s renewable electricity production in 2017
(Table 1-2). This was significantly higher than the EU equivalent of 37.2%. Ireland‘s wind
energy percentage has been significantly greater than that of the EU for the period 20102017 (Figure 1-3), which illustrates Ireland‘s reliance on wind energy to provide
renewable electricity. This heavy reliance on wind energy may cause issues since a certain
proportion of this electricity may be lost due to curtailment. According to Eirgrid [3,4], the
amount of wind energy in Ireland lost due to curtailment increased from 1.4% in 2016 to
2.6% in 2017, while McGarrigle et al. [5] predicted that between 7% and 14% of wind
production in Ireland will be lost due to curtailment in 2020. The trend of increasing
reliance on wind is further illustrated by the fact that the installed wind capacity of the
Republic of Ireland increased by 532 MW from 2016 to 2017 [3], which coincided with
the increase in curtailment losses mentioned above.
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Figure 1-3: Contribution of wind energy to renewable production for Ireland and the EU in the period 2010-2017.

Finn et al. [6] previously considered demand side management in response to wind
availability from the NPG in Ireland, with the goal of facilitating greater amounts of wind
energy from the NPG and reducing the need for curtailment. It was found that wind energy
penetration could be facilitated through the shifting of electrical loads such as domestic
appliances. Finn et al. [7] also concluded that using previously installed thermal energy
storage in a residential context reduced electricity costs while simultaneously facilitating
wind penetration to reduce curtailment. Murphy et al. [8] found that modest savings in
operating cost and also load reductions at peak periods could be incurred by optimizing the
charge schedule of a cold thermal storage system in a dynamic electricity pricing
environment. These studies indicate that curtailment can be abated using various strategies
and hence further information is required concerning the optimal use of renewable energy
sources, energy storage systems and microgrids (MGs) for curtailment reduction. The
potential implementation of these strategies in an economical manner may be possible due
to the recent financial incentivisation for installing batteries and PV systems through the
SEAI grant scheme [9]. This may lead to the increased proliferation of MGs with battery
storage, which may in turn facilitate more wind penetration on the NPG.
4

1.1.2 Microgrids and energy management
As electricity demand in Ireland has increased, it has introduced problems relating to
electricity use from both an economic and environmental perspective. From an economic
point of view, the potential introduction of dynamic electricity pricing tariffs has increased
pressure on end users to reduce their electricity consumption, especially during peak hours
between 07:00 and 09:00 and between 17:00 and 19:00.
Buildings with integrated renewable energy sources or MGs have become popular in
recent years, with the management of these systems crucial to operating them in an
economically and environmentally efficient manner. The electrical loads of residential and
commercial buildings can be controlled using MGs in order to optimize electricity
consumption to reduce electricity costs and reduce peak loads. One common control
method, referred to as load shifting, involves altering the load operating schedule of the
building based on predicted variations in electricity price. This reduces the amount of
electricity used during peak hours and increases the amount used during off-peak hours,
which may lead to a reduction in building operating costs. Wang et al. [10] and Ringland
et al. [11], strategies were proposed for reducing building operating costs through the use
of optimization by matching load consumption with self-generation from a MG, with
results showing substantial cost savings. However, one disadvantage of load shifting is that
it may cause great inconvenience for end users [12,13]. To reduce this inconvenience a
method involving the storage and release of electricity from a battery bank (BB) may be
used. This allows building loads to be met without inconveniencing users. The amount of
electricity stored in or released from a BB may be controlled using optimal BB operating
schedules based on predicted electricity generation, consumption, and electricity price. The
operating timetable of available batteries need to be optimized, particularly for those users
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capable of self-generation by means of the aforementioned MGs and standalone renewable
energy systems such as photovoltaic system (PVS) and wind turbine (WT).
From an environmental point of view, a reduction in electricity consumption during peak
hours is also important. The reason for this is that more conventional electricity sources
such as natural gas and coal are required to provide electricity from the NPG during peak
hours since the electricity supplied by renewable sources isn‘t sufficient to meet the large
demand during these periods. Furthermore, the electricity generated by renewable sources
and hence the amount contributed to the NPG varies depending on weather conditions. On
a given day, week, or month the amount of electricity contributed to the NPG by these
sources can vary greatly, which also affects the curtailment losses mentioned earlier.

1.2 Problem statement
The problems outlined in the previous section (the increase of wind installation and
curtailment in Ireland as well as the need to operate MGs in an economic and
environmentally friendly manner) affect end users, suppliers of electricity and government
bodies. The end users need to reduce costs, the electricity suppliers need to ensure the
stability and reliability of the NPG by reducing curtailment of wind energy, while
government bodies need to reduce environmental impacts and greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGs) to meet national and EU targets. A solution is required to address these problems
from the perspective of all stakeholders. Since there are numerous influencing factors such
as electricity demand, energy storage, renewable energy output, weather conditions and the
breakdown of electricity supplied by the NPG, optimisation is required to find an optimal
solution. Consideration should also be given to trade-offs between economic and
environmental criteria. In other words, while it is desirable to reduce curtailment it should
not be to the detriment of profitability and vice versa.
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1.3 Research objectives
The four primary objectives of this thesis were as follows, with at least one objective being
met by each experimental chapter (chapter 3, 4 and 5):
1. Develop mathematical models of PVS, WT, and BB. These models will be employed to
carry out objectives 2–4.
2. Select suitable optimisation methods to optimize the use of BB and MG integrated
buildings connected to the NPG, with the goal of minimizing building operating costs.
3. Develop an optimization strategy to control the BB schedules by employing variable
charging and discharging rates, and select the most suitable number of possible rates.
4. Carry out a multi-objective optimisation analysis of the BB control in a MG integrated
building connected to the NPG with high levels of wind generation. From this analysis,
identify the optimal ―trade-offs‖ between minimizing operating costs while also
maximising the use of wind energy from the NPG.

1.4 Research methodology
This thesis is organised as follows: Firstly, in Chapter 2 a comprehensive literature review
in the area was carried out. In Chapter 3 a method to determine the minimum operating
costs of a building integrated MG with a BB was established by finding a suitable
optimisation method. Furthermore, accurate models were developed to simulate the
performance of PVS, WT and BB in a building context (Objectives 1 and 2). Based on the
method from Chapter 3, in Chapter 4 a strategy with which to optimise the control of
batteries in commercial buildings was determined (Objective 3). In Chapter 5 the optimal
trade-offs between minimizing economic costs (building electricity consumption) and
maximise the facilitation of renewable energy (wind) on the NPG (Objective 4).
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This literature review focuses on reviewing existing energy models and optimisation
strategies used for operating cost minimization in a MG environment.
The energy models used for this research included a PVS, a WT, and a BB. These models
have been developed by a numerous authors in previous studies. Therefore, the first part of
this literature review (section 2.3) investigates the range of energy models used in a MG
environment.
The second part of this review (section 2.4) will present an overview of the application of
optimisation strategies for a MG with a specific focus on energy management including
demand side management (DSM), and energy storage management (ESM).
The third part of the review (section 2.5) will present the technical algorithms used for the
above-mentioned optimisation strategies. This section provides an overview of existing
optimization algorithms but specifically focused on meta-heuristic techniques, which were
utilized in this this study.
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2.2 Microgrids
According to previous research [14–16] a MG is a cluster of 3 main elements including
generation sources, storage systems, and electrical loads.

A MG can connect and

disconnect from the NPG to enable it to operate in both grid-connected and isolated mode.
MGs offer several advantages such as a reduction in fossil fuel emissions, and
decentralization of power supply [17]. They also help to improve reliability and resilience
of grid, and reduce energy losses in transmission and distribution systems [18]. Therefore,
MGs have been used in many different sectors such as residential applications [19–22],
military purposes [23,24], campus/institution [25–27], and remote and rural areas [28–32].
For each application, the energy demand of MGs will be different. Hence, generators and
storage systems play an important role in guaranteeing the power supply for MGs load.

2.2.1 Generators
The generation sources used for a MG can be conventional sources, or renewable sources.
The popular conventional generators, including gas turbines and diesel generators, have a
number of advantages. Conventional generators are dispatchable sources [33], so they can
produce electricity as long as utility gas or diesel supply is not interrupted. Another benefit
of gas turbines and diesel generators is that they can be used for combined heat and power
[34] in order to generate electricity and useful heat at the same time. However, the use of
fuel combustion for generating electricity also causes gaseous pollutants, nitrogen oxide
and particulate emissions [35]. Therefore, these non-renewable sources are often used as a
backup power solution [36–38] when the priority generators such as renewable sources are
not available.
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In contrast, renewable energy generators have a near negligible fuel cost and almost zero
emission cost [33,35]. The two popular renewable energy sources used for MGs are PVS,
and WT generators. PV panels can be installed easily in areas with sunlight and can be
adapted to deal with different weather conditions. Therefore, PV energy systems have been
widely used for MGs. PV systems have been applied for both domestic and commercial
purposes [39–44]. PVS have been used to achieve sustainability goals by reducing carbon
emissions, life cycle costs and in helping to maximize energy savings [43].
Beside solar energy, WT have also been also used in many MGs [45,46]. A WT generator
converts the kinetic energy of the turning shaft into electrical energy [46]. The amount of
energy produced depends on the type and size of the turbines [47]. The energy produced
can meet load demand while reducing total operating cost [48] and carbon dioxide
emissions [49].
Renewable generators such as WT and PVS provide both environmental [35] and
economic benefits [50]. However, the amount of energy generated is dependent on weather
conditions. A PV system can only generate electricity during day time when sunlight is
still available while WT depend on suitable wind condition [51].
These renewable generators have been used together with energy storage systems [36] [50]
in order to store and backup energy in case of bad weather conditions or when energy
demand is larger than energy produced.

2.2.2 Storage system
Energy storage has played an integral role in balancing NPG with high renewable energy
penetration, and is a key component of MGs. There are a variety of energy systems being
used to store energy and electricity including pumped-hydro, compressed air energy
storage (CAES), fly wheels, fuel cells, and batteries.
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One of the largest energy storage systems is pumped-hydro, the size of which can vary
from a few kW up to 1 GW output [52]. In Ireland, pumped-hydro has been proposed as a
viable method of facilitating large scale wind power [53]. Due to the size, expense and
planning involved, pumped-hydro stations are usually built by governments or state
bodies.
CAES systems consist of an air storage vessel and an air turbine. The storage vessel can
range from high pressure (300 bar) composite cylinders to abandoned mines and rock salt
caverns [52]. CAES have been proposed as a localised method of balancing the
intermittent power output of WT [54]. Hydrogen can be stored in many forms such as
liquid, gas, metal hydride and carbon, though compressed liquid is the most common form.
The stored energy can be released through a chemical reaction that powers a fuel cell.
Generation of hydrogen through NPG connected electrolysis has been explored as a
potential gird balancing solution for high levels of wind energy production in Denmark
[55]. Other electricity storage systems such as super-capacitors and composite flywheels
have been utilised for quick response NPG balancing [56][57].
BB is a popular method of energy storage, both on a macro gird level and on the
domestic/light commercial scale [58]. BB is typically used in micro grids to re-allocate the
power contribution of wind and PV systems [59]. The most ubiquitous form of battery
storage is lead acid, however lithium-ion is becoming a market leader due to its high
energy density properties and efficient charge/discharge cycles [60].
The efficiency of lithium-ion batteries is usually higher than lead-acid battery [57,61,62]
while lead-acid batteries are usually less expensive and more common than lithium-ion
batteries [63–68]. The current energy storage used for the test-bed in this study was a leadacid battery. Consequently, this study focused on the use of a lead-acid battery as the
energy storage system.
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2.2.3 Isolated and grid-connected Microgrids
A MG can self-produce electricity and can also purchase electricity from the NPG if the
MG is connected to the NPG. MGs that are not connected to the NPG are called isolated
MGs, whereas MGs that can sell/buy electricity from NPG are referred to as gridconnected MGs.
2.2.3.1 Isolated microgrids:
An isolated MG can produce electricity from its own energy sources, including
conventional and renewable sources. An isolated MG can operate independently from the
NPG, and is suitable for remote areas where the NPG is not available. The use of isolated
MGs have been described in a number of different studies [69–72]. Bansal et al. [38]
introduced a stand-alone MG using hybrid energy generation (Figure 2-1). The generating
components included both renewable energy sources (PV, WT, and hydro) and
conventional sources (diesel). As can be seen from Figure 2-1 the electricity generated by
MG sources can be stored in the battery by using a battery charger, or used for AC load by
using an inverter. Storing electricity or using it to meet demand was managed by a control
system, which utilized biogeography optimisation algorithms to minimize operating costs.

Figure 2-1: Isolated Micro-grid: Small autonomous hybrid power system (SAHPS) [38]
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Wang and Yang [73] optimised the power reliability and operating cost of an isolated MG
using a hybrid energy system

including a WT, PV panels, batteries, inverters and

controllers. Martinez, Abbes and Champenois [74] investigated an autonomous hybrid
wind photovoltaic batteries system. The study considered both economic and ecological
aspects and developed dynamic optimization models to both minimise loss of power
supply and minimise total expense of the system.
2.2.3.2 Grid-connected MGs
MGs connected to the NPG are called grid-connected MGs. These MGs can generate
electricity from their own generator(s) or purchase electricity directly from the NPG. If the
electricity production in the MG exceeds current consumption, MGs can sell electricity to
the NPG to make profit. Due to these advantages, grid connected MGs have been used
widely and presented in many previous publications [32,34,36,75–80].
An example of a grid-connected MG [80] is shown in Figure 2-2, which includes PV
panels, a storage system, load, and the NPG. As can be seen from the Figure 2-2, the MG
can buy or sell electricity from the NPG. Electricity produced by the PV system can be
used for: (i) meeting users‘ demand, (ii) power storage or (iii) selling back to the NPG.
Conversely, when the PVS was not available, electricity could be used from: (i) the energy
storage or (ii) electricity purchased from the NPG. Therefore, an adaptive power
management (APM) controller was used to manage the system‘s energy with an objective
to minimize the total cost of electricity purchased from the NPG (Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2-2: Grid-connected MG: System model of adaptive power management (APM) [80]

2.3 Microgrid components modelling
The components of the building integrated MG used for this study included a PV system, a
WT, a lead-acid BB, and the building‘s load. The load profile used in the analysis was
taken from the National Building Energy Retrofit Test-bed (NBERT) [75]. Therefore, the
objective of this section was to review the methods for modelling WT, PV panels, and
lead-acid batteries, in order to choose the most suitable methods for this study.

2.3.1 Wind turbine energy models
There are three main methods for modelling WT power output. Each method involves the
modelling of the relationship between the wind speed at hub height and the corresponding
power delivered by the turbine (Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-3: Typical relationship between wind speed and corresponding power delivered [81]

The most straight forward method to obtain WT power output (Method 1) involves linear
interpolation and the use of the turbine‘s rated electrical power as well as its cut-in, rated
and cut-off wind speeds to find the power at the desired wind speed. This method has been
used in various previous studies including those by Lu et al. [82], Singh et al. [32] and
Yang et al. [83]. Another common method (Method 2) involves the use of a single
equation in which the power of the turbine varies with the cube (i.e. third power) of the
desired wind speed. The equation also includes values for the power coefficient of the
turbine, the rotor area and the air density at the location in question. This equation has
been used to measure WT power output in numerous publications including those by
Abbes et al. [74], Chabaud et al. [84], Chakraborty et al. [85], Liu et al. [86], Nehrir et al.
[87], C. Berger [81] and Zhang et al. [88]. Other studies have employed a method (Method
3) whereby the points required to construct the power curve of the turbine are provided by
the manufacturer. An accurate power curve is then created using these points through the
application of curve fitting techniques (high-order polynomials). This method has
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previously been used with success by Bernal-Agustín and Dufo-López [89], Breen et al.
[90], Lukuyu et al. [91], Nacer et al. [92]and A. Parshotam et al. [93]. The advantage of
the Method 3 is that manufacturer‘s data is used which is based on experimental testing of
the turbine in question. Methods 1 and 2 are not based on empirical data but simplified
equations and assumptions for coefficients. Therefore, the WT model based on Method 3
was selected for this study because of its accuracy and performance in previous analyses.

2.3.2 Photovoltaic energy models
A PV panel is made of many cells. These cells are in a matrix [94] that is connected in
series or parallel (Figure 2-4). The size of the matrix and the number of cells are given in
the Manufacture‘s datasheets. PV cells are composed of semiconductor diodes with a p–n
junction which generates electric current from electromagnetic radiation (irradiance).
Electricity generation of a PV panel depends directly on weather conditions (such as
irradiance and temperature), location and direction installation.

Figure 2-4: Photovoltaic panel

The output power of a PV cell is calculated by the output current and voltage. The values
of current and voltage depend not only on the variation in irradiance and temperature [95–
99] but also on load demand (Figure 2-4). Voltage decreases when temperature increases,
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while current increases when irradiance increases [94]. The voltage of a PV cell is
typically in a range between 0.5V to 0.6V [100].

Figure 2-5: Single-diode and double-diode PV cell models [101]

Based on the characteristics of semiconductors, an equivalent circuit of a PV cell [101] can
be represented by a single diode model [102,103] or a double diode model [104–106]. As
can be seen from Figure 2-5, the output current (I) and voltage (V) of a PV cell depend on
photo current (Iph), the diode currents (Id for single diode model, Iod and Iog for double
diode model), series resistance (Rs) and parallel resistance (Rp). From these electrical
equivalent circuit models, the current and voltage of PV cells can be defined to calculate
output power (P = V.I). In some studies [101][107], the PV model was simplified to an
ideal model by neglecting the energy losses of both the series and parallel resistances.
The PV output power can also be calculated based on the I-V curve (current and voltage
operation curve) [108,109] and fill factor (FF) [110–112]. The relationship between output
voltage and current of a PV cell is presented as an I-V curve in Figure 2-6. As can be seen
from Figure 2-6, the I-V curve shows the operation point of a PV cell can anywhere
between the short circuit point (I=Isc, V= 0) and the open-circuit point (V=Voc, I = 0). The
maximum power point (MPP) is the operating point at which the multiplication of current
and voltage is largest among all operating points in the I-V curve. From Figure 2-6, the
―yellow area‖ represents the maximum output power (PMPP = VMPP.IMPP) whereas the ―blue
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area‖ represents the multiplication of Isc . Therefore, in order to estimate the maximum
power that a cell can provide with an optimal load under given conditions [111], open
circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc) and fill factor (FF) need to be defined. There
have been several strategies developed to track the optimal operating point (MPP) to
maximize output power of PV panels including perturb and observe (P&O) methods [113–
115] and Incremental Conductance (INC) methods [116–118]. The models outlined in this
section have been successfully applied in many previous publications.
Based on its accuracy and performance in previous analyses, a PV model with a fill factor
was selected for this study.

Figure 2-6: I-V curve and Fill factor [119]

2.3.3 Lead-acid battery models
Lead-acid batteries has been used in many electrical systems to store or deliver energy
[48,74,120]. The energy stored in a lead-acid battery is chemical energy that is
transformed into electrical energy. Lead-acid batteries are rechargeable and have the
following a reversible reaction:
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Pb + PbO2 + 2H2SO4 ↔ 2PbSO4 + 2H2O

(2.1)

Electricity is produced when the chemicals elements inside the battery react with one
another. The performance of the chemical reaction varies depending on a number of
conditions: state of charge (SOC), battery storage capacity, charge/discharge rates,
environmental temperature and battery‘s age shelf life [121].

Figure 2-7: Electrical model for one cell of lead-acid battery [122]

Figure 2-7 illustrates a simple electrical model for a lead-acid battery cell, Where Vo is the
open-circuit voltage (V), Rint is internal resistant (Ω), Ib and Vb are current (A) and voltage
(V) of a battery cell.
A battery can store or release energy by charging or discharging processes. For each
process, all the battery voltage, current, SOC will vary according the variation of the
charge/discharge rates and types [123]. Therefore, the amount of energy stored in or taken
out from a battery will depend on charge/discharge rates and types [36,124–126].
There are many experiential models for lead-acid batteries such as Shepherd [127],
Monegon [128], Mayer [129], Facinelli, Ciemat [130]. These models introduced battery
models applied successfully for energy systems such as PV storage system. Different
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charge/discharge rates were applied and validated in these models. However, models
proposed by Shepherd, Facinelli, and Mayer did not represent the charge and overcharge
processes and the temperature variation [130]. Therefore, the Ciemat model was built
based on Shepherd model, with an expression for overcharging were presented. Compared
to Monegon model, the Ciemat model presented a better performance [128]. Hence, with
these advantages, the Ciemat model has been used widely, especially for MGs and hybrid
systems [128,130–132]. Hence, the Ciemant model was selected for this study based on its
accuracy and performance in previous analyses.

2.4 Energy management for Microgrids
As described in the previous sections, a MG includes generators, load, and a storage
system. In addition, a MG can buy or sell electricity to or from the NPG. Therefore, at the
same time there are many options for power flow among the components inside the MG
(generators and load, generators and storage system, storage system and load) or between
the MG and the NPG (buy or sell electricity). Therefore, it‘s is necessary to apply energy
management methods to effectively control the operation of a MG.

2.4.1 Motivations for energy management
The use of energy management strategies for MGs can bring advantages for not only the
users, but also for the environment and the NPG. The energy usage and operating cost of a
MG or a building integrated MG can be minimized [133,134] by optimizing the
management methods for electricity generation and consumption. Moreover, the
application of these management methods can be used for MGs with renewable generators
to help the usage of conventional energy and pollutant emissions [135,136]. Another
benefit of energy management for MGs is that the amount of electricity consumed in the
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―overload period‖ can be reduced, which helps to avoid peak demand of electricity and
maintains the stability of the NPG [58][137].

2.4.2 Energy management methodologies
As presented in section 2.2, three components in a MG include generators, load, and
storage systems. The operation of the renewable energy generators depends on weather
conditions. The other two components of a MG (load and storage) can be effectively
managed to optimise cost and environmental factors.
There are several methods used for load management in a MG. The first basic method is to
reduce energy consumption demand during peak hours by disconnecting less important
equipment or appliances [12]. When adopting such an approach the electrical loads of a
MG are classified into a priority order based on their importance and necessity. From this
priority order, the less necessary loads are turned off during the peak-hour when the
electricity prices are highest [138,139] in order to reduce operating cost.
Another method, called ―load shifting‖ is used to optimise costs but avoids the necessity to
turn off appliances in MGs [11,134,140–143]. This method implies that electrical
equipment and devices in buildings are operated as specified by an optimal operating
timetable. These optimal timetables help users to avoid the peak electricity price on the
NPG and best utilise the variable power outputs of renewable generators. An example of
this strategy was presented by Alam et al. [144], whereby a linear programming model was
used to reschedule the operation of household appliances in order to reduce the total
electricity costs of a building integrated MG. Another study by Arabali et al. [145]
proposed load shifting strategies for reducing building operating costs and increasing
renewable energy usage by matching the load consumption schedule with the operation
time of a PVS and WT. Research on load shifting strategies has demonstrated that
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controlling load consumption in this manner can achieve substantial electricity and cost
savings [146,147].
The implementation of the energy demand management strategies outlined above can
deliver both economic and environmental benefits. However, such approaches to energy
management require either disconnecting or rescheduling the operating timetable of
appliances, which in turn may cause inconvenience for users [12,13,144,148,149].
An effective alternative is the provision of energy storage management for a MG. While
this approach can also provide significant economic and environmental benefits, it does
not affect the operating schedules of electrical equipment. The amount of energy stored in
or taken out of an energy storage system can be managed in order to meet electrical load
demand or to store excess energy from the MG‘s generators.
An example of an energy storage management method was introduced in [133], [38],
[150]. The operating schedule of batteries (the charge and distance schedule) was
optimised in order to minimize the overall operating cost of the building. The charge and
discharge processes led to a change in state of charge (SOC) of the battery system. SOC
management for energy storage systems was applied with the goal of minimizing building
operating costs by Li et al. [151] and Ranaweera [152]. Previous research has primarily
focused on controlling the amount of energy stored in or released from batteries [153] or
the SOC of batteries [151]. However, few studies have focused on controlling the dynamic
charge and discharge rates of batteries. More specifically, previous studies have focused
primarily on the amount of electricity stored in or released from the batteries rather than
the method by which it is stored and released.
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2.5 Optimisation Algorithms
This section focuses on the optimisation algorithms that could be used for optimizing the
energy storage system of the MG. Energy management for the energy storage system
(comprised of lead-acid batteries as outlined in section 2.2.2 and 2.3.3) depends on two
main elements: (i) the characteristics of the batteries themselves (charge/ discharge rates,
state of charge), (ii) the energy production or consumption of other components of the MG
(generators, NPG, and load). In addition, it is important that the optimization algorithm can
identify optimal or near-optimal solutions in a short period of time. In this study, the
optimization process needed to rerun every 30 minutes to take advantage of more accurate
forecasts. Therefore, the optimisation algorithm had to satisfy the objectives of the
research in a reasonable computation time.

2.5.1 Review of optimization algorithms
Metaheuristic algorithms are a class of stochastic-based search algorithms that combine
randomized perturbations with local search in order to identify high quality solutions to
problems that are characterized by a large state space. Metaheuristics will typically return
high quality solutions much more quickly than classical optimization methods [154].
Therefore, they are particularly applicable to optimization problems that are time-sensitive.
For example, in an energy related study which compared a metaheuristic method to mixed
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) for cost minimisation, Sousa et al. [155] reported
that the metaheuristic method found a similar solution to that obtained using MINLP
(0.2% difference) in a time approximately 1,600 times faster. Similar conclusions were
drawn by Herrán et al. [156] using mixed integer linear programming (MILP). When
optimizing operating schedules for energy systems, Ikeda and Ooka [153] investigated the
performance of numerous metaheuristic methods and found that they were capable of
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producing solutions very similar to those found when employing dynamic programming
(DP) [157] for the same problem. Furthermore, all metaheuristic methods greatly
outperformed DP in terms of computational speed. A similar analysis was conducted on
energy systems by Breen et al. [158], with metaheuristic algorithms obtaining a solution
within 99.9% of the true global maximum in 0.057% (on average) of the time taken by DP.
Therefore, due to the to the performance and speed characteristics of metaheuristic
algorithms they have been selected for use in this study.
Metaheuristic methods commonly used in the literature include ant colony optimisation
(ACO) [159], bat algorithm (BA) [160], cuckoo search (CS), genetic algorithm (GA),
particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and tabu search (TS).
While the studies listed above established the advantage of using metaheuristics instead of
methods such as MILP and DP, numerous studies have also compared the performance of
different metaheuristic algorithms. Niknam et al. [161] employed ACO, GA, PSO and TS
to minimise operating costs for energy distribution networks, and found that PSO obtained
the best solutions. Jiang et al. [51] also found that PSO provided better solutions than other
metaheuristics including BA and CS. Bichiou and Krarti [162] and Breen et al. [158]
compared GAs to other methods for the optimisation of heating and air conditioning
systems and the maximisation of energy system profitability. They concluded that GA
outperformed other techniques. When minimising the cost of hybrid renewable energy
systems, Maleki et al. [163,164] and Han et al. [165] determined that GA and PSO were
the optimal metaheuristic algorithms. Lopes et al. [166] and Das et al. [167] compared
PSO and GA for studies involving water pumped storage and load shifting for smart grid
customers, with both studies identifying PSO performance as superior. Through the
examination of the literature it is clear that GA and PSO have been the most successful
metaheuristic algorithms in cognate studies which compared the performance of various
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metaheuristics. Therefore, the following sections provide a comprehensive review on PSO
and GA techniques in order to identify the most suitable metaheuristic optimisation
algorithm for use in this study.
2.5.1.1 Genetic Algorithms
GAs were first developed by Holland [168] are based on genetics and natural selection in
1975. Beginning with a random generation of a set of potential solutions, a GA will
iteratively evolve the set of solutions by three main steps:

selection, crossover and

mutation. This allows the algorithm to create new offspring i.e. a new generation of
solutions with superior fitness values to the previous generation.
Various studies concerning the optimisation of energy systems using GA have been
reported. Examples include cost minimisation of renewable energy systems [169–171],
maximisation of the net present value of grid connected PV systems [172], selection of
optimal Proportional Integral Derivative controller gains for the operation of shape
memory alloy actuators [173,174], the design of heat exchangers [175,176], wind and
hydroelectric power stations [177], building envelopes [178], and thermal energy storage
units [179].
GA has also been used widely for MG applications. Mohamed and Koivo [19] used GA to
solve the problem of energy management for a MG that included fuel cells, diesel engines,
a micro turbine, a PV array and WT generators for residential applications. Tutkun [134]
presented a binary-coded GA coupled with a support vector machine regression method to
minimize operating costs of a hybrid renewable system (PV and wind) through optimal
power scheduling. Arabali [145] introduced a GA-based optimization approach together
with a two-point estimate method for a hybrid renewable system (PV, WT and energy
storage) to minimize cost and increase efficiency under different load shifting and energy
storage management strategies. GA has also been successfully applied to reduce operating
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costs for MGs that combine integrated renewable energy sources (PV, WT) with a storage
system [134] [37] [145]. Based on the previous analyses, GA was found to be applicable
to cognate studies and therefore was chosen as the optimisation method in this study.
2.5.1.2 Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a metaheuristic optimisation algorithm based on the behaviour of birds flying
through the air. It was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [180]. The PSO algorithm
initially contains a random group of potential solutions to the optimisation problem which
are referred to as "particles". Each particle has an inherent position, fitness and velocity.
When the population is evolved, the position of each particle is updated. The determination
of a new particle positions is predominantly influenced by: (i) The position of the particle
that exhibits the highest level of fitness across the entire population i.e. the global best
particle and (ii) The best position that the current particles have achieved so far. Learning
parameters known as the cognitive and social factors are also specified, which influence
the effect of the local and global best position on the particles for the new population.
Equations to update the velocity and position of each particle are employed at each time
step.
PSO has been applied numerous times for the optimisation and control of MGs. Hakimi
and Moghaddas-Tafreshi [181] applied a PSO algorithm to economically optimise a MG,
meeting the energy demand of a village, by obtaining the optimal configuration of WT,
fuel cells, an electrolyser and a hydrogen tank. Kashefi Kaviani et al. [182] employed a
PSO algorithm to minimise the annualised cost of a similar system but with a greater focus
on PV system specifications. Kyriakarakos et al. [183] and Paliwal et al. [184] also carried
out similar analyses for the economic optimisation of MGs. In [136], an economic
optimisation using PSO was applied to a stand-alone MG, with the objectives of
optimising total cost including initial cost, maintenance and operation cost, replacement
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cost, fuel cost and pollutant emission cost. Wang et al. [185] used PSO algorithms to
optimize a micro-grid system with a hierarchical multi-agent control system and an
intelligent optimiser, minimising power consumption while also taking into account the
users‘ comfort. Chen et al. [186] also introduced an improved particle swarm optimisation
(IPSO) method for a MG to satisfy the load demand at a minimal cost. The research
outlined above demonstrates the proficiency of a PSO when used to optimize the energy
management of a MG. Based on the previous analyses, PSO was found to be applicable to
cognate studies. Therefore PSO was chosen as the optimisation method in this study.

2.5.2 Multi-objective optimisation algorithms
When an optimisation problem has two or more conflicting objectives e.g. an economic
and environmental objective, multi-objective optimisation is required. The requirements
for mutli-objective optimization can be seen in studies by Gioutsos et al. [187] and Finn et
al. [7]. Gioutsos et al. found that when facilitating renewable energy to reduce curtailment,
the purchase of high cost energy storage was required. This had a negative effect on
economic performance. Conversely, Finn et al. inferred that using previously installed
energy storage could reduce both electricity costs and curtailment. Gioutsos et al. indicated
that it may not be possible to achieve the economic objective of reducing costs and the
environmental objective of maximizing renewable penetration simultaneously. Conversely,
Finn et al. indicated that both objectives can be met at the same time. Hence the two
objectives may conflict for some applications but not for others. Therefore, a multiobjective optimization method which combines these objectives into a single objective cost
function could be utilized to assess the trade-offs between reducing curtailment and
reducing costs.
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The weighted sum method (WSM) has previously been employed for numerous
applications to convert multiple objectives into a single objective problem. The WSM uses
a trade-off parameter which is defined before the multi-objective optimisation problem is
solved. The variation of this trade-off parameter produces numerous optimal points (Pareto
optimal solutions) in the search space. A solution is Pareto optimal when no other solution
exists which improves one objective without negatively affecting another [188]. This
method has been used successfully in various cognate studies [189–196].
As mentioned in Section 1.2, increasing wind installation and curtailment in Ireland as
well as the need to operate MGs in an economic and environmentally friendly manner are
current problems which require a solution. The use of multi-objective optimisation is
suitable for solving these problems as there is a relationship between facilitating wind
energy from the NPG and economically running a building with an integrated MG. Hence
trade-offs between these criteria may be assessed using multi-objective optimisation.

2.6 Literature review conclusion
A method to minimize the economic cost of operating a building integrated microgrid
while also facilitating renewable energy production on the NPG does not currently exist in
the literature. Therefore, this review focused on profiling the current state-of-the-art to
establish the most appropriate methods available:


To find a suitable Wind power model for application to this work, three
methods for wind power modelling were assessed, namely linear
interpolation, a power equation and a power curve method. Based on this
review the power curve method was chosen since the manufacturer‘s data
used in this method is based on experimental testing (section 2.3.1).
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To find an appropriate PV model for use in this work, several mechanistic
PV models were reviewed and based on this review a fill factor method was
chosen due to its computational efficiency and performance accuracy
(section 2.3.2).



To find an applicable battery model for use in this work, several battery
models were reviewed such as Shepherd, Monegon, Mayer, Facinelli, and
Ciemat. Based on this review the Ciemat model was selected (section
2.3.3).



In order to choose an appropriate energy management method to optimise
in this work, the merits of optimising generators, load and storage were
considered and reviewed, with storage being selected as the focus of the
optimisation based on this review (section 2.4.2).



To obtain a suitable type of optimisation algorithm for use in this work,
several algoritms were compared with metaheuristics being selected due to
their performance and speed characteristics (section 2.5.1).



Upon reviewing numerous cognate studies relating to metaheuristic
algorithms, GA and PSO were shown to be the most successful. Hence
these were identified as the most suitable metaheuristic optimization
algorithms for use in this work (section 2.5.2).
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Chapter 3 - Determination of a suitable optimisation method to
minimise building operating costs

3.1 Introduction
This section proposes strategies for optimising the operating cost of buildings with
integrated MGs. This was carried out by creating models for MG energy sources and
building energy use and employing these models to compare the performance of different
optimisation methods for operating cost minimisation. The optimisation results obtained
using a genetic algorithm were compared to those obtained using a standard decision-based
strategy.
This section is organised as follows; 1) The methodology implemented in this chapter is
explained. 2) The MG energy models (PV, Wind and battery) and the building energy
model are developed. 3) The optimisation strategies and how they are applied to this
application are explained in detail. 4) Results pertaining to the performance of the
optimisation strategies are presented.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 NBERT building
The National Building Energy Retrofit Test-bed (NBERT) was selected for the analysis
undertaken in this study [75]. It is a smart building used for teaching and research located
at Cork Institute of Technology (CIT), which uses multiple renewable energy sources
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(Figure 3-1). Initially the test-bed purchased 100% of its electricity from the NPG. Since
2013, renewable energy sources including a PVS and a WT have also been integrated. In
addition, a BB has been used for energy storage in the building since 2015. Irradiance and
temperature sensors are also installed to record weather data for model validation. The
electricity from the PVS and the WT are transferred to an AC bus via inverters. The BB is
stored in an insulated housing with fan cooling control to maintain a constant surrounding
ambient temperature. In summary, the test bed consists of:


24kWp PV System (static).



0.5kWp PV System (dynamic tracking).



2.5kWp Wind Turbine.



1350Ah Lead Acid Battery.



Grid tie inverter.

In addition to the aforementioned, a campus-based 12.6kWp WT was used for the thesis.
This was used in lieu of the 2.5kWp WT attached to the NBERT test-bed. Furthermore,
only 12kWp of the available 24kWp PV System was used. This was to enable a better
match between the available RES and the actual load demand profile. The test-bed
includes rooms for research, lecturing, seminars and meetings. The opening times are from
07:00 to 22:00, Monday to Friday and 08:00 to 17:00 on Saturday. The three main
electricity consumers are heating, lighting and general services, while the peak electricity
demand is normally from 07:30 to 09:00. The consumption during the weekend is lower
than weekdays as weekends are non-working days. The amount of electricity consumed
depends on the work schedules of employees, which have been recorded at 30 minute
intervals since 2013.
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Figure 3-1: NBERT building. Clockwise from top left: Photovoltaic system; Wind turbine; Employees’ office;
Outside view of building

3.2.2 Research methodology
Figure 3-2 depicts the configuration of the NBERT building. Electricity from the WT,
PVS, BB and NPG can be used to satisfy the electrical load of the building via an AC bus.
The electricity flow in the AC bus is dependent on electricity consumption, electricity
price, and weather conditions. The PVS and WT depend on weather conditions. Electricity
consumption depends on the work schedules of the employees and the consumption of the
building‘s equipment. Electricity prices are based on the NPG. The amount of electricity
stored in or released by the battery depends on charge and discharge schedules.
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Figure 3-2: NBERT building schematic showing the interaction between electricity generation, storage and
consumption, as well as the relevant data inputs for each system

As depicted in Figure 3-2, energy is produced by the PVS and WT, and then transferred to
the AC bus where it is either consumed by the building, sold back to the NPG or stored in
the BB. When the PVS and WT cannot meet the building‘s energy demand, electricity from
the NPG or the BB may be used. In this research, the amount of energy stored in or released
from the BB was controlled by the varying of charge/discharge rate timetables. The
objective of the optimisation algorithm was to produce a timetable that minimised the
operating costs of the building. The timetable produced specified a charge/discharge rate for
every 30 minute interval over a 24 hour period.
The simulations in this section were based on ten consecutive days of data recorded in
NBERT. The ten days in question included both weekdays and weekends in order to assess
energy demand at times during which the building had both high and low occupancy levels.
Operating costs of the building were calculated for each day with varying weather
conditions and real-time electricity prices. The simulation results are presented in section 3.
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3.3 Energy Source Models
3.3.1 Photovoltaic model for 12 kWp system
48 Polycrystalline PV panels (Table 3-1) are installed on the roof of the building and
produce a peak power output of 12 kW. The amount of energy produced by the PVS
depends on weather conditions. Therefore, the PVS model was based on weather data
collected from CIT and manufacturers‘ specifications. As mention in section 2.3.2, a PV
system consists of many PV cells. This study utilises a fill factor method [111] in order to
develop a PV energy model (Section 2.3.2). This model was adopted because it‘s less
complex and more computationally efficient to implement than other models, yet it exhibits
high levels of performance accuracy. The output power a PV cell can be calculated using
this method as follows

PPV = FF PPVoc

(3.1)

Where PPV is current output power (W) of a PV cell and PPVoc is power (W) generated by
a PV cell at the open-circuit condition. FF is the fill factor of the PV cell under current
weather conditions. The fill factor is based on the method described in [111].
=

Voc VT

ln(Voc VT
Voc VT 1

0.72)

(3.2)

Where VT is thermal voltage (V) and Voc is open-circuit voltage (V) of the panel.
EPV = PPV t

DC AC

10 3

Where EPV is current total energy (kWh) produced by the PVS, t is time (hour), and
is efficiency of the DC/AC inverter for the PVS.
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(3.3)
DC AC

Table 3-1: Parameters at standard test conditions for the PVS used for simulations

Symbols

Explanation

Value

Pmpp

Power at maximum power point

250 W

Vmpp

Voltage at maximum power point

30.9 V

Impp

Current at maximum power point

8.1 A

Voc

Open-circuit voltage

38.2 V

Isc

Short-circuit current

8.6 A

Temperature coefficient of open-

Kv

circuit voltage
Temperature coefficient of short-

KI

circuit current

-0.32 %/K

-0.048 %/K

3.3.2 Wind turbine model for a 2.5 kWp turbine
The WT generator connected to the building is the PROVEN 2.5 with a rated power of
2500 W. The WT starts to produce power at cut-in wind speed of 2.5 m/s, and reaches its
rated power at a wind speed of 12 m/s. The turbine does not have a cut-out wind speed, and
its survival speed is 70 m/s. The WT is located at CIT with a tower height of 15 meters. The
power generated by the turbine was calculated based on a polynomial curve fitting model
built from the Manufacturer‘s datasheet (section 2.3.1) and wind speeds measured at CIT.

2500
{a w6
0

5

b w

4

c w

3

d w

2

e w

f w

12<w < 70
g
2.5 w 12
w 70 or w < 2.5

(3.4)

Where PW is output power (W) of the WT, w is wind speed (m/s). The curve fitting
parameters were as follows:
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a = -0.001035; b = 0.07892; c = -2.173; d = 24.95; e = -96.28; f = 145.2; and g = -31.5.

10 3

EW =

(3.5)

Where EW is current total energy (kWh) produced by the WT, and t is time (hour).

3.3.3 Battery bank model
The BB in this study consisted of 40 batteries (12 V, 100 Ah). The amount of energy used
or stored in the BB depends on charge/discharge rates, charge/discharge methods, current
state of charge (SOC), and the surrounding temperature. The BB is housed indoors where
room temperature is approximately 25 ºC, and the SOC is kept between 20 % and 90 %
[197]. A constant current charge method was applied for the discharging process, whereas
the charging process used both constant current and constant voltage. Constant current
charging was used for the BB when the charge voltage was below the gassing point voltage.
Constant voltage charging was used for the BB when the charge voltage reached the
gassing point voltage (equation 3.6).

Vg = 2.24

1.97 ln (1

I
)
C10

(3.6)

Where Vg is gassing point voltage (V) for one battery cell at 25 ºC, I is charge current (A)
and C10 is the capacity (Ah) at the standard rate C/10.
As mentioned in section 2.3.3, the battery model for constant charge and discharge modes
used in this thesis was based on Ciemat models [128,130]. The constant voltage charge
model was built using empirical data.
When discharging, the amount of energy from the BB to the AC Bus was:
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EB =

I

t

DC AC

10 3

(3.7)

When charging, the amount of energy from the AC Bus to the BB was:
EB =

10 3

I

(3.8)

AC DC

Where EB is the amount of energy (kWh) stored or released from the BB, VB and IB are
voltage (V) and current (A) of the BB.

AC DC

and

C AC

are efficiency of the BB charger

and discharger, and t is time (hour).

3.3.4 Building energy consumption
The amount of energy consumed by the building (i.e. the building load) varies frequently
due to the users‘ demand. The load data profile used for this research was taken from the
NBERT building (introduced in section 3.2.1). The three main energy consumers are
heating, lighting and general services. The energy consumption profiles were based on
historical data collected every 30 minutes, over 10 consecutive days that were selected at
random. The amount of energy consumed by the building was calculated as follows:

i

= GSi

Li

Hi

(3.9)

Where, BLi is the amount of energy (kWh) consumed by the building during the ith
interval. GSi, Li, and Hi are the amount of energy (kWh) used for general services, lighting,
and heating during the ith interval, respectively.
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3.3.5 Purchasing and selling price of electricity
The NPG provides electricity for the building as required using a real-time electricity price
(RTP) system. The RTP was calculated based on the system marginal price (SMP)
provided by the single electricity market operator (SEMO) [198] as well as additional
costs. These additional costs included transmission, balancing, distribution and
environmental costs, as well as a retail margin.
RTPi = SMPi

ACi

(3.10)

Where RTPi is electricity price (€ kWh) when buying electricity from the NPG at the ith
interval, SMPi and ACi are the system marginal price (€/kWh) and additional costs
(€/kWh) at the ith interval, respectively. The additional costs were calculated based on the
method described in [199].
When electricity was purchased from the NPG, the electricity price (EP) was assumed to
be the real-time electricity pricing RTP. In the event that the electricity was sold back to
the NPG, EP was assumed that the selling price was always less than the purchasing price.
The selling price was taken to be the SMP as the price received for selling electricity did
not include the additional costs described above.

3.4 Net energy use and operating costs for building
In order to quantify the daily operating costs of the building it was first necessary to
compute the net difference in energy for the building (section 3.4.1), by taking into
account the building‘s gross energy consumption and the contribution of the energy
sources described in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. This net difference in energy could
then be used to calculate the daily operating costs of the building (Section 3.4.2).
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3.4.1 Net difference in energy production and consumption
An important consideration when investigating buildings with integrated MGs is the
difference between the energy production of the MG and the consumption of the building.
Hence for each 30 minute interval, this net difference in energy (DE) was calculated as
follows:

DEi = EPVi + EWi – BLi

(3.11)

Where DEi is difference between energy production of the MG and the demand of the
building at the ith interval,
the ith interval,

i

i

is the amount of electricity (kWh) generated by the PVS at

is the amount of electricity (kWh) generated by the WT at the ith

interval, BLi is the amount of electricity (kWh) consumed by the building at the ith
interval.
The amount of electricity bought from or sold to the NPG at each interval was

i

Where

i

DEi

EBi = BLi

EPVi

EWi

EBi

(3.12)

is the amount of electricity (kWh) purchased from or sold to the NPG at the ith

interval EBi is the amount of electricity (kWh) stored in or released from the BB at the ith
interval.

3.4.2 Daily operating cost
Based on the amount of electricity bought from or sold to the NPG (equation 3.12), the
total daily building operating cost was calculated using equation 3.13.
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48

Tcost = ∑ [sti

i

RTPi

(1 sti )

i

SMPi

(3.13)

i=1

Where; Tcost is the operating cost (€) for one day. RTPi and SMPi are the electricity prices
(€ kWh) when purchasing from and selling to the NPG at the ith interval, respectively.

i

is the amount of electricity (kWh) purchased from or sold to the NPG at the ith interval;
and sti is the state of purchasing selling electricity from to the NPG (―1‖ when purchasing,
―0‖ when selling).

3.5 Optimisation
In order to optimise daily operating costs for the building, two strategies were implemented;
a GA and a standard decision-based method called the piecemeal decision approach (PDA).
These strategies were used to generate day-ahead charge/discharge timetables for the BB.
The building also consumed electricity from the NPG where the electricity price was varied
every thirty minutes. Therefore, a charge/discharge timetable for a 24 hour period was
divided into 48 thirty minute intervals. When a charge/discharge timetable was applied, the
SOC of the BB varied at each interval.
The range of SOC in this study was set between 20% and 90%. During the charge period, a
limited charge voltage was also applied to the BB. This limited charge voltage was set
lower than the gassing point voltage (equation 3.6) of the BB. Under the limited charge
voltage, a constant current charge method was in use, otherwise a constant voltage charge
method was used.
Two types of charge/discharge timetables were applied for optimisation strategies: fixed
rates (FR) and variable rates (VR). An operating timetable for the BB consisted of three
possible modes: charge, discharge, and battery not in use. When a FR timetable was
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applied, the charge and discharge rates were fixed. In the case of using a VR timetable,
charge and discharge rates were varied. Charge and discharge rates in this chapter were
classified using different levels: a deep charge rate, a standard charge rate, a light charge
rate, a light discharge rate, a standard discharge rate, and a deep discharge rate. The specific
values are presented in section 3.6.
The operating timetables for the BB using FR were applied for both the GA and PDA,
whereas the use of VR was only applied for the GA.

3.5.1 Piecemeal Decision Approach (PDA)
The PDA is a straightforward rule-based strategy that attempts to identify an appropriate
BB operating mode for each 30 minute interval. Three operating modes were considered:
―Charge‖, ―Discharge‖, and ―Not in use‖ as in Table 3-2. The selection of a mode for a
specific time interval was dependent on the amount of energy generated by the PVS and
WT, as well as the amount of energy consumed by the building.
Table 3-2: Piecemeal decision

Operating mode of the BB for an interval
Conditions

Energy produced > Energy consumed

Energy produced > Energy consumed

RTP > ̅̅̅̅̅̅

Not in use

Discharge

RTP < ̅̅̅̅̅̅

Charge

Not in use

In Table 3-2, Production is the total amount of energy (kWh) produced by the PVS and the
WT, Consumption is the amount of energy (kWh) consumed by the building at each
interval and ̅̅̅̅̅̅ is the average electricity price (€) over the 48 intervals.
From Table 3-2, if electricity demand is less than production and electricity price is lower
than average, the BB will charge in order to store energy. However, if energy production
cannot meet demand, the BB will discharge to provide electricity to the building. In all
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other situations, the BB will not be in use, meaning electricity will be bought from or sold
to the NPG.
State of charge of the BB and the change in the current state of charge SOCi for each
interval was calculated based on both the current operating mode and the previous value of
SOC.
If Charge mode is used by the PDA, SOCi is positive. If Discharge mode is used, SOCi
is negative. If the BB is not in use, SOCi is equal to zero. SOCi cannot exceed 90 % or
fall below 20 %.

3.5.2 Genetic Algorithm
Due to the widespread adoption of GAs and their effective application to cost minimization
for MG environments (as evidenced in the research outlined in section 2.5.1.1) we have
adopted GAs for this study. The GA employed here consisted of a standard sequence of
steps depicted in Figure 3-3. The algorithm randomly generated a population of individuals,
where each individual represented a schedule of charge/discharge rates for the BB. During
each generation the following steps were performed: fitness assignment (the fitness
function calculated the operating costs for each schedule), selection, recombination,
mutation, and elitism. The configuration of GA to obtain the optimal parameters was based
on previous study in the same area by Breen et al. [158]. The population size was varied
from 10 to 300, the crossover probability was varied from 0.3 to 0.9, and the mutation
probability was varied from 0 to 0.3. Each step is outlined in more detail below.
a.

Initial population

The initial population in this chapter contained 250 randomly generated individuals, where
each individual represented a potential timetable of charge/discharge rates over a 24 hour
period. As each timetable was comprised of 48 thirty minute intervals, each individual was
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a vector of 48 charge/discharge rates. Therefore, the initial population could be viewed as
a matrix containing 250 rows and 48 columns. The population size of 250 was selected as
empirical results demonstrated that the GA performed best using this value.
As previously mentioned two types of charge/discharge timetables were considered. The
first was a FR strategy and the second was a VR strategy. An individual for a FR timetable
was limited to one of three possible variable values for each element, representing the
three operating modes of the BB (1 for charge, 0 for not in use and -1 for discharging). In
contrast, an individual for a VR timetable had a range of seven possible variables
representing the various operating modes of the BB (3 for deep charge, 2 for standard
charge, 1 for light charge, 0 for not in use, -1 for light discharging, -2 for standard
discharge, and -3 for deep discharge).
b.

Fitness calculation

For each individual in the population, the BB charge/discharge method was determined
based on charge/discharge rate and limited voltage at each interval. The specific values of
limited voltage for different charge/discharge rates can be found in section 3.6. The SOC
of the BB for all 48 intervals was then calculated. Based on these values of SOC, the
amount of electricity purchased from or sold to the NPG was calculated. A daily operating
cost for the building was then calculated using a fitness function. The fitness function
employed was the operating cost (Equation 3.13).
c.

Elitism

In order to ensure that the solution quality obtained by the GA did not degrade between
generations an elitist strategy was employed. During each generation the fittest individuals
from the current population were taken and stored in the elite set, only if they were fitter
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than the existing solutions in the current elite set. The elite set was consistent from one
generation to the next, therefore the fittest individual encountered across all generations
were retained, which mitigated the possibility of losing very strong individuals through the
crossover and mutation process. The size of the elite set was 5 individuals.

Figure 3-3: Genetic algorithm flow chart

d.

Selection

The GA employed fitness proportionate selection in the form of roulette wheel selection.
Therefore, the fitness of each individual directly influenced the probability of being
selected as a parent for the crossover process.
e.

Crossover and mutation

Single-point crossover was used for recombining the element from two parents to create a
new child individual. An individual was selected for undergoing mutation with a small
probability. A mutation rate of 4% was chosen based on empirical evaluation. If an
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individual was selected for mutation then the charge/discharge rate for a single interval
was altered by assigning a random charge/discharge rate value.
f.

Stopping criteria

The stop criteria limited the number of generations to a maximum of 200. Empirical results
showed that the GA consistently converged within this threshold limit.

3.6 Results
The building operating costs were calculated over a ten day period from Thursday
19/02/2015 to Saturday 28/02/2015, using both optimisation strategies (GA and PDA).
The specification of the machine that used for running GA: Intel(R) Core(TM) I7 3540M
CPU @ 3.00 GHz, RAM: 4 GB, system type: 64 bit. Running time used for GA was 5 less
than minutes, and for PDA was less than 10 second.
During this ten day period, electricity used for the building could be purchased from the
NPG. For the analysis presented, if electricity was sold to the NPG, the selling price
followed the variation of the real-time electricity price.
There were two operating options applied for the BB timetables: A fixed charge/discharge
rate (FR) and variable charge/discharge rates (VR). The standard charge and discharge
rates used for FR timetables were 0.1C (A) and 0.1D (A), respectively. The amount of
energy stored by or released from the BB followed the charge or discharge curve at these
fixed rates. As a result, at some intervals, the amount of energy from the BB could not
meet the demand of the building and the energy had to be provided by the NPG. To help
alleviate this problem, VR timetables with three levels of charge/discharge rates were
chosen; light rates of 0.05C/0.05D (A), standard rates of 0.1C/0.1D (A) and deep rates of
0.2C/0.2D (A).
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The BB‘s gassing point voltages for a light charge rate (0.05C), a standard charge rate
(0.1C) and a deep charge rate (0.2C) at 25ºC were 2.35 (V/cell), 2.43 (V/cell), and 2.54
(V/cell) respectively. Therefore the limited charge voltage for a light charge rate, a
standard charge and a deep charge were set as 2.3 (V/cell), 2.4 (V/cell) and 2.4 (V/cell),
respectively.
The BB operating timetables using FR were applied for both the GA and PDA, whereas the
use of VR was only applied for the GA.
Figure 3-4 shows a comparison of daily operating costs using a FR timetable for both the
PDA and the GA. The operating costs using the GA were lower than those using the PDA.
On average, the daily operating costs with a FR using GA were €3.6 /day, 32 % lower than
those using the PDA (€5.30 /day).

Figure 3-4: Operating cost using the PDA and GA

In order to further reduce daily operating costs, VR timetables were applied for the GA
over the same ten day period. The results from Figure 3-5 show that mean daily operating
costs using VR were €2.74 /day, 24 % less than those when using a FR.
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Figure 3-5: Operating cost using the GA for FR and VR timetables

From Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5, it can be seen that there was a difference in operating
costs between weekdays and weekends. This difference was due to lower building energy
consumption at weekends. As a result, it was shown that using optimisation strategies may
lead to greater profits being made on weekend days.
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Figure 3-6: SOC variation using the PDA with a FR timetable

Figure 3-7: SOC variation using the GA with a FR timetable

Figure 3-8: SOC variation using the GA with a VR timetable
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The simulation results for Tuesday 24/02/2015 are presented in Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, and
Figure 3-8. As mentioned in section 3.4.1, the difference between the energy (represented
by ―DE‖ in these figures) generated by the PVS and the WT and the energy consumed by
the building, as well as the SOC and EP profiles, are shown. Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7
show the simulation results for a FR timetable using the PDA and the GA, respectively.
Results for a VR timetable using the GA are presented in Figure 3-8.
As can be seen in the three figures, the difference between the amounts of energy produced
and consumed by the building on Tuesday varied from -2.2 to +1.2 kWh. The electricity
price fluctuated slightly between 17 and 20 cents/kWh from 00:00 to 18:00, and then
increased dramatically to a peak of approximately 55 cents/kWh at 18:30. This sharp rise in
electricity price led to a decline in the SOC of the BB as can be seen in all three figures.
From 08:00 to 08:30, electricity demand was far larger than electricity produced by the
PVS and WT, but electricity price was lower than average. At this time, ―Not in use‖ mode
was applied to the BB when using the PDA. When using the GA during this period,
however, the BB discharged to provide electricity to the building.
Operating costs were reduced by the greatest amount when using the VR timetable. The use
of various charge/discharge rates for the GA ensured electricity from the BB varied
depending on both electricity price changes and building electricity demand (Figure 3-8).
Compared to a FR timetable using the GA in Figure 3-7, the variation of SOC with a VR
timetable was greater due to the three levels of charge/discharge rates.

3.7 Conclusion
The operating costs of the multi-energy source building were reduced by scheduling
charge/discharge rates for the BB. A genetic algorithm was used to optimise timetables of
charge/discharge rates based on the amount of electricity produced by the PVS and WT,
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electricity demand of the building, and the RTP. Operating costs were calculated using
fixed charge/discharge rates timetables, and then compared to those when using variable
charge/discharge rates timetables. Simulation results over a 10 day period showed that the
operating costs were reduced by 32 % if a fixed charge/discharge rates timetable was used
when applying the GA, in comparison to results when applying the PDA. The operating
costs were reduced by a further 24 % when variable charge/discharge rates were used when
applying the GA.
When comparing the performance of GA and PDA for optimising building operating costs
it is clear that the performance of the GA was superior. However, as discussed in Section 2
GA is one of many metaheuristic optimisation algorithms and hence, its performance
should be compared to another metaheuristic algorithm. Furthermore, the use of a variable
battery charge/discharge rates schedule for the battery was found to be superior to a fixed
rates schedule. Hence, in the next chapter, the comparison of metaheuristic algorithms was
carried out and the application of a variable rates charge/discharge schedule was
investigated further.
The main focus of this chapter was to determine the most appropriate method to optimise
the operating cost of the building. Therefore, the primary objective of this chapter did not
concentrate on the models used to represent the MG components. Consequently, a number
of simplified models were used to simulate the PV, WT and BB units. However, for the
purpose of completion, these models were augmented in subsequent chapters – refer to
chapter 4 and 5 accordingly.
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Chapter 4 –
Optimisation
using
multiple
battery
charge/discharge rates and comparison of optimisation
performance for metaheuristic algorithms

4.1 Introduction
In Section 3.1 it was established that metaheuristic optimisation methods were superior to
decision-based methods when optimising the operating costs of a building with an
integrated MG. Furthermore, the requirement for a variable rates battery charge/discharge
schedule to minimise costs was established.
The objective of this section was to use metaheuristic optimisation methods (GA and PSO)
for building operating cost optimisation and to compare their performance. Moreover,
because a variable rates battery charge/discharge schedule was preferred, the performance
of the GA and PSO were analysed for a range of charge and discharge rates. This was
carried out to identify the most suitable number of rates to minimize the overall operating
cost. A sensitivity analysis was also carried out which analysed the impact of the
irradiance, wind speed and electricity price inputs on the optimization results.
Furthermore, this chapter aims to expand upon the primitive RES and BB models detailed
in chapter 3. The purpose of this exercise is to improve and enhance the accuracy of the
prediction data passed to optimisation algorithms.
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4.2 Modelling
The models used in this chapter consisted of PVS, WT, battery, building energy
consumption, and electricity price models. The models for building energy consumption
and electricity price have been introduced in section 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. The PV, WT, and
battery models (section 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3) were updated and validated in this chapter.

4.2.1 Augmented PVS model incorporating an Rs power loss function
In this chapter, the PV model used in Section 3.3.1 was updated. The series resistance Rs
was added to the PV cell model to improve accuracy. The PVS model was developed
using the single-cell method described in section 2.3.2 [111], using Equations 4.1 to 4.4.
PPV =

=

Voc VT

Voc Isc

ln(Voc VT
Voc VT 1

(4.1)

0.72)

Rs Isc
)
Voc

(1

(4.2)

Where PPV is output power (W), Voc is open-circuit voltage (V), Isc is short-circuit current
(A) and VT is thermal voltage (V). FF is the fill factor and Rs is series resistance (Ω).
Open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current for all weather conditions were calculated
from specifications at standard test conditions:
Voc = Voc,std

Isc = Isc,std

G
Gstd

KV (T

Tstd )

KI (T

(1
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Tstd ))

(4.3)

(4.4)

Where Voc,std and Isc,std are open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current at the standard
conditions. KV and KI are temperature coefficients of Voc and Isc, G and T are the irradiance
(W/m2) and temperature (K) at the weather conditions being examined, Gstd and Tstd are the
irradiance (W/m2) and temperature (K) at standard test conditions. Tstd = 25°C and Gstd =
1000 W/m2.
The series resistance Rs was calculated based on [94], with a value of 0.00583 Ω obtained
using this method.

4.2.2 Wind turbine model for a 12.6 kWp turbine
The WT used in this chapter was a Bergey Excel 10 turbine with a peak power of 12.6 kW.
The WT had a cut-in wind speed of 2.5 m/s with no cut-out wind speed, while it reached
its rated power of 8.9 kW at a wind speed of 11 m/s.
The wind power output from the turbine was determined using a power curve as
demonstrated in section 3.3.2. A 7th order polynomial was fitted to the data provided by the
manufacturer. The curve fitting parameters are shown in Equation 4.5.

P

12.6
= {a ws7
0

b ws6

c ws5

d ws4

e ws3

f ws2

g ws

14 < ws < 60
h 2.5 ws 14 (4.5)
ws 60 or ws < 2.5

Where PW is output power (kW), ws is wind speed (m/s).
The curve fitting parameters are as follows:
a = − 1.8743·10-6; b = 1.3270·10-4; c = − 3.5940·10-3; d = 4.6130·10-2;
e = − 0.2866; f = 0.8773; g = − 1.0050; h = 0.1811
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4.2.3 Battery bank model for charge/discharge modes
The BB used for the building consisted of 40 sealed lead-acid batteries as presented in
section 3.3.3. In this chapter, based on in model in the previous chapter the BB model was
updated and validated with empirical data.
Constant current charge
The charge mode model consisted of both a constant current period and a constant voltage
period. Constant current charge was used when a cell‘s voltage was below 2.4V. The
voltage of the batteries increased during the constant current charge period [128]. The
relationship between charge voltage and SOC of the battery cell used in this chapter was as
follows:

Vc = 1.96

0.16 SOC

Ic
6
*
C10 1 I0.86
c

c

SOC = SOCo

c

=1

exp (

0.48
(1 SOC)1.2

I

0.036+

t

C

20.73 (SOC
1)
)
I ⁄I10 0.55

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

Where Vc (VB) is charge voltage (V), SOC is state of charge (%), SOCo is the initial SOC
(%), Ic (IB) is charge current (A), C is the battery cell capacity (Ah), C10 is the battery cell
capacity (Ah) at standard rate C/10, t is charge time (hour) and µc is charge efficiency.
For the charge process, the constant current charge method was only applied when the
voltage of the battery was lower than the gassing point voltage. The SOC of the battery and
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gassing point voltage (section 3.3.3) were calculated based on the method provided in
[200].
The constant voltage mode was applied when the batteries reached the voltage limit
(2.4V/cell), which was below the gassing point voltage. The detailed values of voltage
limits are discussed in Section 3.3.3.

Constant voltage charge
The constant voltage mode was applied directly after the constant current mode when the
batteries reached the voltage limit (This limit was set equal to or lower than the gassing
point voltage as mentioned in section 3.3.3). During this period of charge, the voltage of
the battery was maintained at the voltage limit while the charging current to the BB
decreased based on the empirically derived function:
Ic = Io exp( R

t)

(4.9)

Where Ic (IB) is the charging current (A), Io is initial value of charging current (A), t is time
(s), and R and

are empirically derived values. These empirical values were:

= 9.65A,

R=0.6763, =0.35. The method used to calculate these values based on the constant
voltage charge at the standard rate C/10 (10 A), when the voltage of the battery reached a
value of 14.4V.

Constant current discharge
Constant current discharge mode was used in the BB simulation. The relationship between
discharge voltage and SOC of a battery cell is shown in Equations 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12.
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VD = 2.08

0.12 (1

SOC)

SOC = 1
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C10 1
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4
*
C10 1 I1.3
D

D

0.27
SOC1.5

0.02+

ID t
C

1.67
0.67 (ID ⁄I10 )0.9

Where VD (VB) is discharge voltage (V) and

D

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

is discharge efficiency. SOC is state of

charge, ID (IB) is discharge current (A), C is the battery cell capacity (Ah), C10 is the
battery cell capacity (Ah) at standard rate C/10, t is discharge time (hour).

4.3 Simulation scenarios and constraints
4.3.1 Simulation scenarios
Two scenarios were used for the comparative analysis presented in this chapter. The
overall operating cost for each scenario over a 24 hour period was calculated based on 48
consecutive 30 minute intervals. The first scenario considered the NBERT building
without the BB. The results from the first scenario were then compared to those obtained
under the second scenario, with the BB connected to the building for the storage and
release of electricity. The charge and discharge rates for the BB were scheduled for each
30 minute interval. The GA and PSO algorithms generated the optimal charge and
discharge schedules for the BB in order to minimize the building operating costs, while
considering a variety of charge and discharge rates.
The optimized charge and discharge schedule minimized the operating costs of the
building over a 24 hour period. The electricity consumption of the building was based on
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the profiles mentioned in Section 3.3.4, while PVS and WT models were used to simulate
day-ahead electricity generation based on weather data. The weather data were based on a
previous publication, which analysed the accuracy of power production forecasts for the
NBERT building (the same MG used in this study) [201]. The study found that while the
forecasts were not perfectly accurate, they could be predicted within 97.4% for the PVS
output power and 90% for the WT output power, which represented an acceptable range of
accuracy and therefore variability.
The amount of electricity supplied to and extracted from the BB during each 30 minute
interval had an effect on the overall operating cost of the building. However, the amount of
electricity stored in or released from the BB depended on the charge and discharge
methods and the specific charge and discharge rates applied. In this chapter the impact of
applying a range of 20 different charge and discharge rates with two charge and discharge
methods (constant current and constant voltage) was investigated. The deepest charge and
discharge rates are denoted as C/5 and D/5 and the lightest rates are denoted as C/100 and
D/100.
The 20 charge and discharge rates applied for the optimization algorithms were calculated
as follows. Rates C/5, C/10 and C/20 were based on data provided by the manufacturer,
while the other rates were calculated based on manufacturers‘ specifications and Equations
4.6 to 4.12. Detailed values are presented in Table 4-1. The datasheet contained values for
C/5, C/10 and C/20, while the other rates were calculated using interpolation. The 20
discharge rates (from D/5 to D/100) were equivalent to the 20 charge rates (from C/5 to
C/100 as presented in Table 4-1) respectively.
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Table 4-1: Charge and discharge rates for the battery bank used in this analysis

Battery parameters
Rate
Value(A) Rate

Value(A)

C/5

16.40

C/55

2.55

C/10

10.00

C/60

2.35

C/15

7.40

C/65

2.20

C/20

5.90

C/70

2.05

C/25

4.95

C/75

1.93

C/30

4.25

C/80

1.82

C/35

3.75

C/85

1.72

C/40

3.35

C/90

1.63

C/45

3.00

C/95

1.56

C/50

2.75

C/100

1.49

The optimization algorithms presented in this chapter used day-ahead weather data and
electricity price data. The effect of using cheaper or more expensive electricity pricing
data, as well as using more irradiance and wind or less irradiance and wind was
investigated. This analysis was carried out in order to ascertain the sensitivity of results to
the scaling of data inputs (weather and electricity price data). Uniform random scaling
percentages (SP) were applied to each data point at every 30 minute interval. The SP
ranged between 0% and γ, where γ is the scaling percentage value employed, ranging from
-25% to 25% in increments of 5%. Uniform random scaling was used rather than linear
scaling in order to remove any bias in the scaling process while still achieving a scaled
value.
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4.3.2 Constraints
a.

Energy balance constraint:

In the AC bus, at each interval, the amount of electricity consumed by the building was
equal to the total electricity generated by the PVS and WT, the amount of electricity stored
in or released by the BB, and the amount of electricity purchased from or sold to the NPG:

BLi = EPVi

EWi

EBi

i

(4.13)

Where BLi is the amount of electricity (kWh) consumed at ith interval by the building,
EPVi and EWi are the amount of electricity (kWh) generated at ith interval by the PVS and
WT respectively, EBi is the amount of electricity (kWh) stored in or extracted at ith interval
from the BB, and

i

is the amount of electricity (kWh) purchased from or sold at ith

interval to the NPG.
b.

SOC and charge voltage constraints:

In order to prevent over discharging of the BB which could potentially damage it, the
minimum SOC of batteries was set to 20% of the BB capacity. When the batteries were
nearly full i.e. at approximately 80% of the BB capacity, the amount of electricity
transferred to charge the batteries decreased as the SOC increased, resulting in a longer
charging time. Hence, in this chapter the maximum limit of SOC was set as 90% of the BB
capacity. The initial and final values of SOC over a 24 hour period were set to 40%, while
the values throughout the period of interest were allowed to fluctuate between 20% and
90%.
The discharge method chosen for the BB was constant current discharge for all rates.
However, the charge methods varied between constant current and constant voltage charge
due to the gassing phenomenon of lead-acid batteries. In order to avoid increasing the
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charge voltage to a level above the gassing point voltage, limited voltages and limited SOC
were applied to the charge rates of the BB. The limited voltages and SOC for this
application were set differently for standard, deep and light rates, as follows:


Standard charge rate: For standard charge rate C/10, a constant current was used
until the battery cell voltage reached 2.4V (14.4V for a 6 cell battery), at which
point the SOC had a value of 70%. From this point a constant voltage charge
method was employed, with the voltage held constant at 14.4V



Deep charge rates: For rates deeper than the standard rate, a limited charge voltage
was set as 14.4V. Under this limited voltage a constant current charge method was
applied, otherwise the charge current and charge method were set as those used for
the standard charge rate.



Light charge rates: For rates lighter than the standard rate, a limited SOC was set
as 70%. For these charge rates, when the SOC reached 70%, the charge voltage
was smaller than the gassing point voltage. Under this limited SOC a constant
current charge method was applied, otherwise the charge current and charge
method were set as those used for the standard charge rate.

Therefore, the voltage VB and current IB of the BB were calculated as:


For all the charge rates (standard, deep, and light), when SOC was larger than 70%,
constant voltage mode was applied:

{



VB
IB =9.65 exp(

t)

For light and standard charge rates (rate

0.35

C 10) when SOC was smaller than 70%,

constant current mode at that charge rate was applied:
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(4.14)

IB
{
VB = 6 * 1.96



IB
(
C10 1

0.16 SOC

6
IB

0.86

(1

0.48
SOC)1.2

0.036)+

(4.15)

For deep charge rates (rate > C/10) when voltage reached 14.4V while SOC was
smaller than 70%: constant current mode at standard charge rate (C/10) was
applied:

IB
{
VB = 6 * 1.96

IB
(
C10 1

0.16 SOC

6
IB

0.86

(1

0.48
SOC)1.2

0.036)+

(4.16)

From these above analysis, four different charge modes were used for the BB, as follows:


Mode 0: The charge current was zero and the BB was not in use



Mode 1: The charge current was held constant at the chosen rate



Mode 2: The charge current was held constant at the standard rate C/10



Mode 3: The charge voltage was held constant at 14.4 V

Table 4-2: Constraints for different battery charge rates (light, standard, deep). Acronyms used: “SOC” = state of
charge; “VB” = battery voltage.

20%

SOC < 70%

SOC< 20%

VB < 14.4 V

70%

SOC < 90%

SOC

90%

VB = 14.4 V

Light rates
Rate < C/10
N/A

Standard
rate

Mode 0

Mode 1

Mode 3

Rate = C/10
Deep rates
Rate > C/10

Mode 2
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Mode 0

4.4 Optimization algorithms
In the problem addressed in this chapter, there was a large number of decisions (41
charge/discharge rates) at each discrete increment (48 time intervals) and the problem was
also time dependent. Therefore, the decision space was very large with 4148 possible
trajectories to pick over each 24 hour cycle.
Two metaheuristic optimization algorithms, a GA and a PSO algorithm, were applied to
the problem of optimizing the operating schedule for the BB. The GA was employed due
to the reasons outlined in section 3.5.2 and section 3.7. The research outlined in section
2.5.1.2 demonstrated the proficient of a PSO when used to optimise the energy
management of a MG. Therefore, PSO was chosen to apply to the problem in this chapter.
In this study, the fitness of individual solutions derived by both the GA and the PSO
algorithm were evaluated using the cost minimisation function. The difference between the
GA and PSO approaches lay within their respective procedures to generate a population of
new candidates.
Each algorithm can be viewed as consisting of four high level stages: (i) The creation of an
initial population of individuals, where each individual represents a potential operating
schedule for the BB; (ii) The assignment of a fitness value to all individuals using an
appropriate heuristic function; (iii) The evolution of the population over multiple iterations
and (iv) The application of a stopping criterion, which terminates the algorithm. Both the
GA and the PSO utilize the same method of population generation, fitness assignment and
apply the same stopping criterion. The algorithms differ fundamentally in their approach to
evolving the population over time. The steps that constitute the evolution stage of each
algorithm are highlighted in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-1: Genetic algorithm (GA) flowchart

Figure 4-2: Particle swarm optimization (PSO)
flowchart

4.4.1 Initial population
Each individual in the initial population represented an operating schedule for the BB.
Therefore, an individual consisted of 48 integer values, where each integer represented the
charge or discharge rate applied to the BB for that specific interval.
The range of available values for each interval depended on the charge and discharge rates
applied. The initial configuration used the deepest possible rates of charge or discharge.
Lighter charge/discharge rates were incrementally added to the subsequent configurations
(Figure 4-3). More specifically, the initial configuration applied only 1 rate (20% of
battery capacity) with three possibilities for charging and discharging: charge (C/5),
discharge (D/5) and not in use (0). Each possibility of charge or discharge rate was
represented as an integer (positive integers for charge rates, negative integers for discharge
rates, and 0 for not in use), which was used to encode the genotype of each individual. For
the initial configuration, rates C/5, D/5, and not in use were represented as +1, -1, and 0
respectively. The second configuration used 2 rates (20% and 10% of battery capacity),
with five possibilities of charge and discharge, charge (C/5), charge (C/10), discharge
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(D/5), discharge (D/10) and not in use (0). Therefore, the second configuration was
represented as five integers: +2, +1, -2, -1, and 0.
In total, twenty configurations were applied in this chapter. Therefore, the twentieth
configuration was presented as 41 integers from -20 to +20. Figure 4-3 presents an
overview of the charge and discharge rates for the first, second and twentieth
configuration, while Figure 4-4 depicts the corresponding integer encoding.
Based on empirical evaluation, a population size of 250 individuals was used for both the
PSO and the GA. The initial population was seeded with a single individual whose charge
and discharge values were set to zero. This corresponded to the scenario where the BB was
not utilized for the building. All remaining individuals within the initial population were
randomly generated.

Figure 4-3: Individuals for initial population:
One rate, two rate and twenty rate battery
configurations

Figure 4-4: Individuals for initial population
represented as integers: One rate, two rate and twenty
rate battery configurations

4.4.2 Fitness calculation
The fitness function employed in this chapter focused exclusively on the minimization of
the building‘s operating cost (Equation 3.13) to investigate the impact of various charge
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and discharge levels. The influence of additional factors such as the investment, operating
and maintenance costs of the PV system, WT and BB were not considered.
As mentioned in the previous section each individual was represented as a vector of
integer values, which could then be transformed into a vector of specific charge and
discharge rates, as seen in Figure 4-5. Based on these rates, the SOC of the BB at each
interval were calculated (Equations 4.17 and 4.18). The initial value of SOC (SOC0) was
set as 40% (discussed in Section 4.3.2). The amount of electricity stored in or discharged
from the BB (EB) was then calculated based on the rates, SOC values, voltage (VB) and
current values (IB) (Equations 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16).

Figure 4-5: Flowchart showing example of an individual in the population and how it was represented by integers,
charge/discharge rates, state of charge, voltage and current of the battery, amount of electricity stored in/released
from the battery, amount of electricity purchased from/sold to the grid, and the operating costs at each interval.

BB state of charge for the charging interval

SOCi

1

C

= SOCi
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IB t
C

(4.17)

BB state of charge for the discharging interval:

SOCi

1

D

= SOCi

IB
C

t

(4.18)

Where SOCi+1 and SOCi are state of charge (%) at (i+1)th interval and at ith interval.
Based on these values of SOC and the amount of electricity stored in or released from the
BB (EB), the amount of electricity purchased from or sold to the NPG was computed using
equation 3.12 (section 3.4.1). A daily operating cost for the building was then calculated
using Equation 3.13 (section 3.4.2).

4.4.3 Evolve population
The GA and PSO incrementally evolve the population over time. However, the
methodology employed by each algorithm differs significantly. The PSO views each
individual as a particle with an inherent location and velocity. It focuses on updating the
velocity in an attempt to move the location of a particle towards better solutions. In
contrast, a GA attempts to model the natural evolutionary, process primarily by
recombining elements of two or more individuals in order to produce an offspring
individual.
a.

Evolutionary process of the GA

The evolutionary procedure of the GA consists of three main steps including selection,
crossover and mutation, and elitism. These steps were introduced in section 3.4.2. In this
chapter, single-point crossover was adopted as the method of recombining the elements of
two parent individuals to form a child individual. A mutation operator was also utilized by
the GA. Based on empirical results, a mutation rate of 4% was applied, and the elite set
had a maximum size of 5 individuals.
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b.

Evolutionary process of the PSO algorithm

The process of evolving the population implemented in a PSO algorithm differs
significantly from that of a GA. In a PSO algorithm each individual in the population is
referred to as a particle, which has an inherent position, fitness and velocity. When the
population is evolved, the position of each particle is updated. The determination of a new
particle position is predominantly influenced by: (i) The position of the particle that
exhibits the highest level of fitness across the entire population i.e. the global best particle
(gbl) and (ii) The best position that the current particle has achieved so far (lcl). Learning
parameters known as the cognitive and social factors are also specified, which influence
the effect of the local and global best position on the particles for the new population.
Each particle was updated according to the following equations. Equation 4.19 updated the
velocity of the current particle, which is turn was used to update the current particles
position in Equation 4.20.
x

x

c1 r1 (pst

pst

lcl)

c2 r2 (pst

pst

x

gbl)

(4.19)

(4.20)

Where pst is the current particle, x is velocity of pst, lcl is the local best particle, gbl is
global best particle, r1 and r2 are random numbers in the range [0,1], c1 is the cognitive
factor, c2 is the social factor. Based on empirical evaluation the cognitive factor and social
factor were set equal to 2.
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4.4.4 Stopping criterion
The stopping criterion terminated the optimization algorithm based on a test for
convergence. Each algorithm identified the fittest individual in the population at each
iteration and monitored the change in fitness over consecutive generations. If the fitness of
the best individual did not improve over 15 generations the algorithm was deemed to have
converged and subsequently ceased iterating.

4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Model validation
a.

PVS model validation

The PV model described in Section 4.2.1 was validated using data collected from NBERT
in 2015. Irradiance and temperature data at five minute intervals for ten summer days and
ten winter days were used as inputs to the PVS model in order to simulate the output
power of the array. These five minute output power values were then used to obtain
totalised simulated output power every thirty minutes, in line with the building electricity
consumption data mentioned previously. The actual output power (kWh) of the array was
also recorded and compared to the simulated output power based on the PVS model, with
mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) of 9.8% and 8.6% between actual and simulated
output power at thirty minute intervals for the summer days and winter days, respectively.
A normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) between actual and simulated output
power of 9.0% and 5.9% was observed for the summer and winter days, respectively. The
coefficient of determination (R2) between actual and simulated output power was 0.99 and
0.98 for the summer and winter days, respectively. Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 show the
actual and simulated power output of the array for the winter and summer days. It should
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be noted that output power values of less than 0.3 kWh per interval were not considered so
as to exclude the effect of noise at very low irradiance values. The excluded periods only
accounted for 1.5% of the total power output over the 20 day period analysed. The model
accuracy was deemed acceptable for this work.

Figure 4-6: Photovoltaic system (PVS) power validation showing simulated and measured PVS power data
for 10 days in winter time

Figure 4-7: Photovoltaic system (PVS) power validation showing simulated and measured PVS power data
for 10 days in summer time
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b.

WT model validation

The power output of the WT was calculated based on a 7th degree polynomial curve fitting
model built using WT performance data provided by the manufacturer, as described in
Section 4.2.2. The NRMSE and MAPE between simulated and actual data were 2% and
5%, respectively. The 7th degree polynomial power curve is shown in Figure 4-8. The
model accuracy was deemed acceptable for this work.

Figure 4-8: Polynomial power curve fitted to wind turbine (WT) manufacturer’s data, showing wind speeds
(m/s) and corresponding power output (kW).

c.

BB model validation

The validation results for the standard charge rate of C/10 are presented in Figure 4-9. The
measured data were obtained every 5 minutes. The charge curve for each rate consisted of
two periods with two charge methods. In the first period, a constant current charge method
was used. In this period, the charge current remained unchanged; therefore, the voltage of
the battery was increasing. As can be been in Figure 4-9, the charging current was fixed at
10 A (rate C/10) in the first period, and the voltage continued to increase as far as the
voltage limit. In this chapter, the voltage limit was set for the BB at 14.4 V i.e. six cells at
2.4V per cell. The second period began when the voltage reached 14.4 V, at which point a
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constant voltage charge method was applied. During the second charge period, the voltage
was fixed at 14.4V, thus the current in the battery decreased as the battery was charging.

Figure 4-9: Measured and simulated charging current and voltage versus time for standard rate C/10.

The validation results for the constant current and constant voltage charge method are
presented in Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 respectively. The validation results for constant
current discharge are presented in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-10: Measured and simulated charging voltage versus time using constant current charge method for
C/5, C/10 and C/20.

Figure 4-11: Measured and simulated charging current versus time during constant voltage period. When the
charging voltage reached the voltage limit of 14.4V, the charging voltage was held constant at this voltage
limit.
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Figure 4-12: Measured and simulated discharging voltage versus time using constant current discharge
method for D/5, D/10 and D/20.

In Figure 4-10, the voltages during the constant current charge period of the battery for the
rates C/5, C/10 and C/20 were measured and compared to the simulated values obtained
using the battery model, with NRMSE values between measured and simulated voltages of
5.9%, 2.9%, and 4.7% for C/5, C/10 and C/20 respectively. The corresponding MAPE
values between measured and simulated voltages were 0.7%, 0.2%, and 0.2%.
In Figure 4-11, the current values during the constant voltage charge period were measured
and compared to the simulated values, with a NRMSE of 0.2% and a MAPE of 0.1%
between measured and simulated values.
In Figure 4-12, the voltages during the constant current discharge period of the battery for
the discharge rates D/5, D/10 and D/20 were measured and compared to the simulated
values based on the battery model, with NRMSE values between measured and simulated
voltages of 4.4%, 1.8%, and 5.0% for D/5, D/10 and D/20 respectively. The corresponding
MAPE values between measured and simulated voltages were 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3%.
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Because of the low NRMSE and MAPE values listed, the model accuracy was considered
satisfactory for this work.

4.5.2 Daily operating cost of the building when not utilising a BB
Daily operating costs were calculated for two typical weeks; a winter week, and a summer
week. The simulation results, where no BB was in use for the building, are presented in
Table 4-3. Negative figures indicate that users made a profit through selling electricity to
the NPG. During the winter period, the electricity demand of the building was higher than
the summer period and the PVS output was lower. This led to operating costs being higher,
with a mean cost of €6.69 day. Over the summer period, the combined PVS and WT
output was higher than the amount of electricity being consumed by the building, excess
electricity was sold to the NPG. During this period, the mean profit was €2.17 day. On
average for both summer and winter time, the daily operating cost incurred was €2.26 day.

Table 4-3: Daily operating costs (€) for the building when no battery storage was used. Negative figures indicate
that a monetary profit was made in that period

Day

Daily operating costs (€)
Winter Summer

Mean

Monday

7.95

-2.60

2.68

Tuesday

9.88

-1.04

4.42

Wednesday 8.54

-1.45

3.55

Thursday

9.06

-2.79

3.14

Friday

8.05

-2.54

2.76

Saturday

2.60

-2.83

-0.12

Sunday

7.80

-1.92

-0.57

Mean

6.69

-2.17

2.26
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4.5.3 Optimized daily operating cost of the building utilising the BB
This section presents the cost saving achieved through the effective use of the BB using a
charge and discharge schedule. This schedule was determined by the GA and PSO. A
comparative analysis of the performance achieved by the GA and PSO across a range of
charge and discharge rate configurations was carried out. More specifically 20 different
simulations were performed whereby the number of possible charge and discharge rates
available to the optimization algorithms (Configuration 1 to Configuration 20) was
increased incrementally from 1 to 20.

Figure 4-13:Real time pricing, difference in electricity produced and consumed, and state of charge of the
battery bank over a 24 hour period for Configuration 1 i.e. one charge and discharge rate available.
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Figure 4-14: Real time pricing, difference in electricity produced and consumed, and state of charge of the
battery bank over a 24 hour period for Configuration 2 i.e. two charge and two discharge rates available.

Figure 4-15: Real time pricing, difference in electricity produced and consumed, and state of charge of the
battery bank over a 24 hour period for Configuration 5 i.e. five charge and five discharge rates available.
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Figure 4-16: Real time pricing, difference in electricity produced and consumed, and state of charge of the
battery bank over a 24 hour period for Configuration 20 i.e. twenty charge and twenty discharge rates
available.

Figure 4-13, Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15, and Figure 4-16 depict the EP, DE (i.e. the
difference between electricity production and consumption in kWh, Appendix A, Figure
A-1) and the percentage SOC of the battery for four different charge and discharge rate
configurations over a 24 hour period (configurations 1, 2, 5 and 20). As it can be seen from
the Figure 4-13 to Figure 4-16, there is no change in the EP. The reason for this is that this
study is based on a single stand-alone system. As the operation of the charging and
discharging of the BB is miniscule when comparison to the size of the NPG it will have
virtually no impact on the national load/demand, therefore it will have no knock-on effect
on the EP.
The objective of these four figures is to illustrate the impact of changing the number of
charge and discharge rates available for optimization. The first configuration
(Configuration 1, Figure 4-13) used a single charge and discharge rate which is the deepest
charge and discharge rate (C/5 and D/5). The second configuration (Configuration 2,
Figure 4-14) was created by adding one potential charge and discharge rate (C/10 and
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D/10) to the first configuration. Similarly, Configuration 5 in Figure 4-15 had five
potential charge and discharge rates available. The final configuration, Configuration 20 in
Figure 4-16, included all 20 potential charge and discharge rates from the deepest to the
lightest rates. Increasing the number of charge and discharge rates available allowed the
optimization algorithm to produce a schedule with a much finer resolution. Other examples
of scenarios using Configuration 20 can be seen in Appendix A, Figure A-2, illustrating
the large variation in battery SOC which could be observed when using all potential rates.
Under Configuration 1, only the deepest charge and discharge rate was available meaning
the amount of electricity stored in or released from the battery at each interval was
relatively large. As a result, the battery was only charged or discharged during two
intervals. Upon making additional lighter charge and discharge rates available (Figure
4-14, Figure 4-15, and Figure 4-16), the amount of electricity stored in or released from
the battery at each interval could vary greatly depending on the rate used. This led to a
much finer SOC resolution for scenarios with a greater number of rates available, which is
evident when the SOC values in Figure 4-13 are contrasted with those in Figure 4-16.
Increasing the number of charge and discharge rates available led to a decrease in building
operating costs. The level of improvement observed when changing from Configuration 1
to Configuration 2, to Configuration 5, and to Configuration 20 was 4%, 14%, and 29%
respectively.
As previously mentioned, for a given configuration a charge and discharge schedule was
generated by the GA and the PSO algorithm. These optimized schedules have associated
daily operating costs. These optimized costs were compared to the costs incurred when the
BB was not in use (Section 4.5.2), and the percentage differences in operating costs are
presented in Figure 4-17, Figure 4-18, and Figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-17 depicts the operating costs achieved by both the PSO and GA for the winter
week using all 20 charge and discharge rate configurations. Configuration 0 refers to the
scenario where the BB was not in use, Configuration 1 refers to the scenario where one
charge and discharge rate was available, Configuration 2 refers to the scenario where two
charge and discharge rates were available, etc. As the number of available charge and
discharge rates increased, the building operating costs progressively lowered. The results
from both GA and PSO were very similar over the 20 different configurations. From
Configuration 1 to Configuration 4, the operating costs reduced sharply by approximately
8%, and then steadily decreased by a further 6% to Configuration 12, at which point the
costs began to plateau.
The results for the summer week are presented in Figure 4-18. Under all configurations, a
daily profit was made from selling electricity to the NPG. The figure depicts the average
daily profit achieved by using the schedules generated by the GA and PSO algorithms.
Starting at Configuration 0, the number of the available charge and discharge rates was
increased, leading to a rise in daily profits up to Configuration 20. At Configuration 20 the
GA achieved a percentage profit increase of 21% compared to Configuration 0, while the
PSO obtained a percentage profit increase of 17%. A notable point in Figure 4-18 is
between Configuration 0 and 1, where there was no percentage change in profit. During
the summer time, the scenario where only the deepest rate was available, i.e. Configuration
1, was not found to make a profit when compared to Configuration 0 where no BB was in
use.
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Figure 4-17: Percentage change in daily building operating costs compared to Configuration 0 over a winter
week for all 20 configurations of charge and discharge rates.

Figure 4-18: Percentage change in daily building profit compared to Configuration 0 over a summer week for
all 20 configurations of charge and discharge rates.

Average results for the summer and winter periods are shown in Figure 4-19. Overall, the
operating costs using the GA and PSO reduced from Configuration 1 to 12 before
plateauing. From Configuration 12 to 20, the additional lighter rates available did not
contribute significantly to reducing the building operating costs. At Configuration 12, the
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average daily operating costs were reduced by approximately 28.0% with PSO and 28.3%
with the GA when compared to Configuration 0. At Configuration 20, the average daily
operating costs were reduced by approximately 28.0% with PSO and 31.0% with the GA
when compared to Configuration 0.

Figure 4-19: Percentage change in daily building operating costs compared to Configuration 0 (average over
the winter and summer week) for all 20 configurations of charge and discharge rates.

4.5.4 Sensitivity analysis of the GA when dealing with scaled weather and
electricity price data
The results presented in the previous section were calculated using one-day-ahead data for
the PVS, WT, and RTP where it was assumed that the values were available 24 hours in
advance. Uniform random SP (Section 4.3.1) were employed to scale both the weather
and electricity price input data. Positive and negative SP were applied from -25% up to
25% in increments/decrements of 5%. For example, if a SP of 10% was selected then a
random scaling factor between 1 and 1.1 was applied to each data point at every 30 minute
interval for the electricity and weather inputs.
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The performance of both the PSO and GA was analysed when positive and negative SP
were applied to the electricity and weather data. The range of SP used are listed in Table
4-4. The analysis undertaken found that both the GA and PSO exhibited similar behaviour,
and the GA performed slightly better than PSO. Therefore, for the sake of brevity the
following sections only present the results from running the GA for the range of positive
and negative SP. It should be noted that the results in the following sections are those
associated with the average for the winter and summer periods, similar to those presented
previously in Figure 4-19. The corresponding results for the PSO algorithm are presented
in the Appendix A, Figure A-3 and Figure A-4.

Table 4-4: Scaling percentages (SP) used and their corresponding symbols

a.

SP range

Symbol

-25% to 0%

-25%

-20% to 0%

-20%

-15% to 0%

-15%

-10% to 0%

-10%

-5% to 0%

-5%

No SP applied

0%

0% to 5%

+5%

0% to 10%

+10%

0% to 15%

+15%

0% to 20%

+20%

0% to 25%

+25%

Electricity price data with SP

This section analyses the performance of the GA when the positive and negative SP were
introduced to the electricity price input data. Both purchasing price (i.e. RTP) and selling
price (i.e. SMP) were affected by these SP. For this analysis there were no SP applied to
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weather input data. The changes in daily operating costs achieved by the GA after
introducing a variety of SP to the electricity price data are depicted in Figure 4-20.
The changes in daily operating costs of the building were only slightly impacted when SP
were added to electricity price. This can be explained by the fact that both the purchasing
and selling price of electricity were based on SMP. Thus when the electricity price
changed, both purchasing and selling prices changed. More specifically, during periods
where the purchase of electricity was necessary, the purchasing price was increased or
decreased. In a similar manner during periods where the selling of electricity was
necessary, the selling price of electricity was increased or decreased at a similar rate. That
is, while the price of buying electricity increased, this was offset somewhat by the fact that
the price obtained by selling electricity also increased. Consequently, the charge and
discharge schedule of the BB did not differ significantly upon application of the SP to
electricity price data. The optimized building operating costs upon application of the SP
varied between 1% and −3% of the optimized operating costs when no SP were added. It
should be noted that these results may differ in a scenario where the selling price of
electricity remains unchanged i.e. if selling price is represented by a static value not based
on the SMP.
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Figure 4-20: Percentage change in operating costs when scaling percentages (SP) between -25% and +25%
were applied to electricity price input data.

b.

Weather data with SP

This section focuses on the daily operating costs achieved by the GA for a range of SP
applied to weather input data. For this analysis there was no SP applied to electricity price
data. The SP were applied to the irradiance and wind speed input data. As can be seen
from in Figure 4-21, the change in average building operating costs varied with differing
SP. When electricity produced from the PVS and WT was greater than the original values
with no SP applied, more electricity was available to be stored in the BB or sold back to
the NPG, thus the amount of electricity purchased from the NPG decreased leading to a
reduction in building electricity costs. Conversely, when electricity produced from the
PVS and WT was less than the original values, the amount of electricity purchased from
the NPG increased, leading to an increase in building electricity costs.
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Figure 4-21: Percentage change in operating costs when scaling percentages (SP) between -25% and +25%
were applied to weather input data.

As can be seen in Figure 4-21, when increasing SP were applied the optimized building
operating costs reduced in a non-linear fashion. For example, at Configuration 20, the
difference in the percentage reduction of costs was 4% between SP of 15% and 20%,
whereas the difference was 5% between SP of 20% and 25%. There were two reasons for
this non-linearity. Firstly, larger SP resulted in greater irradiance and wind speed inputs
and consequently a greater availability of PVS and WT output electricity. Therefore,
deeper charge and discharge rates were more suitable for use in the BB schedule.
Secondly, greater PVS and WT output electricity ensured that the BB was capable of
storing more energy. The BB could then capitalize on this greater availability of renewable
energy and use it at the most opportune time i.e. when the purchasing price of electricity
was at its highest in the dynamic electricity pricing scenario.
The results upon application of SP to weather input data had a significant impact on the
optimized building operating costs. The optimized building operating costs upon
application of the SP to weather data varied between 10% and −17% of the optimized
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operating costs when no SP were added. This was a much more significant variation
compared to the application of SP to electricity price input data.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter focused on minimizing the operating costs of a building with renewable
energy sources (PVS, WT and BB) capable of purchasing and selling electricity from/to
the NPG, using two metaheuristic algorithms: GA and PSO. These algorithms produced an
optimized daily charge and discharge schedule for the BB to minimize building operating
costs. Results demonstrated that the building operating costs decreased as the number of
available charge and discharge rates was increased. When comparing the performance of
GA and PSO for optimising building operating costs it is clear that the performance of the
GA was superior. Furthermore, building operating costs decreased as the number of
available battery charge and discharge rates increased, while the building operating costs
began to plateau when the number of available rates reached 12. It was also found that
electricity price input data had little effect on building operating costs while weather input
data had a more significant impact.
The addition of a second objective to the optimisation problem was carried out in the next
chapter, with the facilitation of wind penetration from the NPG being maximised in
addition to cost minimisation using multi-objective optimisation. Based on the results
presented in this section, the GA was selected for use in the multi-objective optimization
analysis, with 12 possible battery charge/discharge rates
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Chapter 5 - Multi-objective optimisation

5.1 Introduction
As discussed in previous chapters, finding a solution which addresses the problems of
economic MG operation and facilitation of wind penetration is important. However when
considering multiple objectives for a given problem it may not be possible to achieve both
objectives simultaneously (Section 2.5.2). Therefore in this section the application and
evaluation of a methodology based on multi-objective optimization may provide valuable
insights into the relationship between minimization of costs and maximization wind
generation facilitation. Having established an optimisation methodology and a suitable
battery control strategy in Chapters 3 and 4, this section applied multi-objective
optimisation to assess trade-offs between minimising building operating costs and
maximising wind penetration from the NPG. A GA was employed for optimisation and 12
possible charge and discharge rates were applied to the battery. The results were then
assessed using multiple scenarios with varying inputs based on the sensitivity analysis
carried out in Section 5.7
The objectives of this section are to carry out multi-objective optimization for generation
of a day-ahead BB charge/discharge schedule for a building with an integrated MG and
assess trade-offs between two criteria; 1) maximizing wind generation facilitation from the
smart grid and 2) minimizing the operating cost of the building. The results will be
analysed in order to identify optimal trade-offs between economically running the building
while also enabling the facilitation of high wind generation on the NPG.
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5.2 Application

Figure 5-1: Multi-objective optimization strategy to generate an optimal charge/discharge schedule for the battery
bank in a grid-connected building (NBERT) with an integrated microgrid. The day-ahead real-time electricity
price and grid power schedule (i.e. how much electricity from the grid will be provided by wind energy), as well as
day-ahead predictions for building electricity consumption and microgrid production, are all taken into account
when optimizing the battery bank charge and discharge schedule. This schedule is optimized based on a priority
weighting factor (α) which assigns relative importance to operating cost and wind generation facilitation in the
optimization process.

A flowchart illustrating the methodology used in this chapter is shown in Figure 5-1. The
building analysed in this work was the NBERT building (Section 3.2.1). The building
purchased electricity from the NPG if the generation from the renewable sources was not
sufficient to meet the building‘s electricity requirements, while the option to sell excess
electricity generated by the renewable sources to the NPG also existed, as seen in chapters
3 and 4. In this chapter the Irish NPG was classified as a ―smart grid‖ as day-ahead load
demand, electricity price and wind generation forecasts are available to consumers. In
order to generate a day-ahead BB charge/discharge schedule for the building, and hence
optimize this schedule to assess trade-offs between minimizing costs and maximizing wind
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generation facilitation, day-ahead profiles of building electricity consumption, PV and WT
electricity generation, electricity price and grid wind ratio (i.e. the percentage of electricity
from the NPG provided by wind energy) were required. These profiles were obtained at a
resolution of 30 minutes using open source data from SEMO [198] and Eirgrid [202] and
used to calculate day-ahead building operating cost and wind generation facilitation. The
BB charge/discharge schedule was then optimized based on a priority weighting factor (α)
which defined the relative importance of minimizing operating cost and maximizing wind
generation facilitation and allowed trade-offs between these to be assessed. Several test
cases with varying day-ahead building electricity consumption, renewable electricity
generation, electricity price and grid wind ratio were chosen to explore the trade-offs
between running the building in the most economical manner possible and the facilitation
of wind generation from the NPG. It was important to assess how these trade-offs differed
for various scenarios and how the optimal BB charge/discharge schedule varied relative to
changing levels of building electricity consumption, renewable electricity generation,
electricity price and grid wind ratio.

5.3 Modelling
5.3.1 Building energy and electricity price
The methods used in this chapter include: (1) building energy consumption, (2) PV system,
(3) WT, (4) BB, and (5) EP. These models were presented in sections 3.3.4, 4.2.1, 4.2.2,
4.2.3, and 3.3.5 respectively.
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5.3.2 Grid wind ratio
The contribution of wind energy to the total electricity from the NPG was referred to as the
grid wind ratio (GWR). Accurate data with which to calculate the GWR on a given day in
Ireland were downloaded from Eirgrid [202] at a resolution of 30 minutes. This data
pertained to the total electricity produced by all sources (renewable and non-renewable)
and electricity provided by wind energy. This data was then used to calculate the GWR at
a given time step as follows:
GWRi =

EGW,i
EGT,i

(5.1)

Where GWRi = grid wind ratio at the ith interval, EGW,i = grid electricity produced by
wind energy at the ith interval,

= total grid electricity produced by all sources at the ith

interval.

5.4 Optimization
5.4.1 Optimization procedure
The weighted sum method (WSM) was used in this study. The WSM converts multiple
objectives into a single objective problem, where the single objective problem is then
solved using an optimization algorithm. The WSM allocates weights to each objective
function to assess trade-offs, whereby a priority weighting factor is assigned prior to
solving the single objective problem. Using different values of priority weighting factor
then allows several optimal solutions to be found. These solutions are referred to as Pareto
optimal, since no other solution can improve one objective without worsening another
[203]. To find the optimal charge/discharge schedule for a BB using a specific priority
weighting factor, the first criterion considered was daily building operating cost (Section
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5.4.2). The second criterion considered was the wind generation facilitation (WGF)
(Section 5.4.3).

5.4.2 Criterion 1: Daily building operating cost
To calculate the daily building operating cost, the amount of electricity purchased from or
sold to the NPG for each 30 minute interval was calculated using equation 3.12 in section
3.4.1. The daily operating cost was then calculated using equation 3.13 in section 3.4.1

5.4.3 Criterion 2: Wind Generation Facilitation
The wind generation facilitation (WGF) was based on the amount of electricity purchased
from the NPG and the proportion of this electricity which was provided by wind energy.
At each interval, if the building purchased electricity from the NPG (
this electricity

i

i

> 0), the amount of

(kWh) which was provided by wind energy was calculated as follows

(Figure 5-2):

Wi =

i

GWRi

(5.2)

Where Wi is the amount of purchased electricity provided by wind energy (kWh) at the
ith interval,

i

is the amount of electricity (kWh) purchased from the NPG at the ith interval,

GWRi is the fraction of

i

provided by wind energy at the ith interval, sti is state of

purchasing/selling electricity from/to the NPG at the ith interval (sti
purchased electricity from the NPG and sti

if the building

if the building sold electricity back to the

NPG).
The wind generation facilitation (WGF) was then calculated each day from the 48 thirty
minute intervals as follows:
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∑48
Wi
i
WGF = 48
∑i i sti

(5.3)

Where WGF is the daily wind generation facilitation (%).

Figure 5-2: Procedure for calculating daily building operating cost and wind generation facilitation.

5.4.4 Optimization constraints
Two constraints were used for optimization procedure in this chapter - the state of charge
of the BB and the energy balance. These were previously described in section 4.3.2.

5.4.5 Decision variables
The optimal day-ahead BB charge/discharge schedule specified 48 thirty minute intervals
with individual charge/discharge rates. Hence the decision variables used in the
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optimization procedure were the 48 individual charge/discharge rates, one for each
interval. The decision variables were represented by a vector of 48 charge/discharge rates
as described in chapter 3 and 4. According to results from chapter 4, the utilization of 12
distinct charge rates and discharge rates was found to be the optimal. Therefore, in this
study there were 25 charge/discharge options for the BB at each interval - 12 charge rates,
12 discharge rates and rate zero whereby the BB was not in use. Hence each decision
variable had 25 possible values and the optimization space contained 2548 possible
decision variable combinations.

5.4.6 Objective function
The optimization criteria described in Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 were employed as objective
functions for the multi-objective optimization carried out in this study. They were as
follows:
Objective function 1: Minimize COST(x)
Objective function 2: Maximize WGF(x)
Where

= vector of 48 decision variables, COST(x) = daily building operating cost using

decision variables (€), WGF(x) = daily wind generation facilitation using

decision

variables (%). The method for calculating COST( ) and WGF( ) is described in Section
5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
Using the WSM, the overall objective function f(x) was the weighted sum of objective
functions 1 and 2.

Minimize f(x)= α (WGF(x) )
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(1

α) (COST(x) )

(5.4)

Where α = priority weighting factor which allocated relative importance to objective
functions 1 and 2, WGF (x) = WGF(x) normalized to a value between 0 and 1, COST(x)
= COST(x) normalized to a value between 0 and 1.

( ) and WGF (x) were

computed via the method previously employed by Karmellos et al. [204] and Breen et al.
[203], as follows:

COST(x) =

COST(x) COSTmin
COSTmax COSTmin

( ) = daily building operating cost using

(5.5)

decision variables (€),

=

Maximum COST value if COST is maximized as a single objective problem,

=

Where

Minimum COST value if COST is minimized as a single objective problem.
WGF(x) =

Where

WGFmin WGF(x)
WGFmax WGFmin

( ) = wind generation facilitation using

(5.6)

decision variables (%),

=

Maximum WGF value if WGF is maximized as a single objective problem,

=

Minimum WGF value if WGF is minimized as a single objective problem.
A GA was used to select the 48 decision variables with the goal of maximizing f(x) for
eleven values of α, ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.
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5.4.7 Genetic algorithm implementation for optimal charge/discharge
schedule

Figure 5-3: Multi-objective Genetic algorithm implementation in this study.

The optimal charge/discharge schedule for each priority weighting factor (α) was
generated using a GA (Figure 5-3). From an initial population of 250 individual schedules,
day-ahead COST and WGF were calculated for each charge/discharge schedule. These
values of COST and WGF were then normalized and combined into a single objective
function f(x) using the WSM (Section 5.4.6). f(x) was used to evaluate the performance of
the population of different charge/discharge schedules. These schedules were then adjusted
based on their fitness using crossover and mutation from section 3.5.2 and 4.4. A stopping
criterion was implemented which terminated the algorithm after 1,000 iterations.
Parameters for the algorithm were based on the method presented in chapter 3 and 4,
single point crossover, a mutation percentage of 5%, and elitism percentage of 2%.
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5.4.8 WGF to COST ratio (“Yield”)
The values of COST and WGF varied depending on the priority weighting factor (α) used.
In order to quantify the effect of changing the ɑ value, an additional performance metric
was introduced whereby the normalized change in WGF when changing from one value of
ɑ to another was compared to the corresponding normalized change in cost. This value will
be referred to as the ―yield‖ value throughout the study. It was calculated as follows:

Yield(x)α =

WGF(x) α
COST(x) α

WGF(x) α
COST(x) α

(5.7)

Where Yield(x)α is the yield value for x decision variables at a particular ɑ value,
WGF(x) α is the normalized WGF for x decision variables at a particular ɑ value,
COST(x) α is the normalized cost for x decision variables at a particular ɑ value. The
index ―α – 10‖ is used as the α values used in this chapter were in increments of 10%. The
yield value provides a measure of the increase in WGF relative to the increase in cost upon
increasing the value of α.

5.5 Data for implementation of optimization methods
Data used for this research included weather data for the models described in Section 5.3.
These data were collected at 30 minute intervals for 180 days (90 winter days and 90
summer days) between 2015 and 2016. The five data categories (PV electricity output
(EPV), WT output (EW), Electricity price (EP), Grid wind ratio (GWR), and building load
(BL)) for both winter and summer were each clustered into groups to represent typical
daily trends (for example, high EPV, medium EPV, low EPV).
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The clustering methodology implemented in this study was previously employed by
Brodrick et al. [205] for clustering irradiance data. K-means clustering was used to group
the data and calculate cluster centroids for each group in each data category. The data
points selected for each group were identified as the closest data to the respective centroid
based on the sum of squared error between the data point and centroid. The CalinskiHarabasz clustering evaluation criterion [206] was used to identify an optimal number of
groups for each data category.
The optimal number of groups for EPV, EP, and BL were calculated as 3, 2, and 2
respectively for both summer and winter. The EW data were very random and hence no
clustering took place and their median values were used to represent typical data. The
optimal number of groups for GWR was chosen as four since this research was primarily
concerned with WGF and hence it was necessary to assess the influence of multiple levels
of GWR on optimal BB scheduling. A comparison between the different groups for each
of the data categories for both winter and summer are illustrated in Figure 5-4 and Figure
5-5. For example, Figure 5-4 (a) shows the three clustered groups to represent the three
levels of EPV in Winter, with W1, W2 and W3 representing a low, medium and high level
of EPV respectively. Similarly, Figure 5-4 (b) shows the two clustered groups to represent
the two levels of EP in winter, low EP (W1) and high EP (W2). Figure 5-4 (c) shows the
four clustered groups to represent the three levels of GWR in Winter, with W1, W2, W3
and W4 representing a low, medium-low, medium-high and high level of GWR
respectively. Figure 5-4 (d) shows the two clustered groups to represent the two levels of
BL in winter, low BL (W1) and high BL (W2). Figure 5-4 (e) represents the single level of
EW for winter. Figure 5-5 (a) to Figure 5-5 (e) show the equivalent clustered groups for
summer.
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Based on these representative groups for each data category, there were 48 possible sample
days for both winter and summer (3×2×2×4×1). Eight test cases were chosen to
demonstrate the applicability of the methods described in this chapter. These are discussed
in Section 5.7. The adaption of the optimization algorithm to varying building loads and
electricity prices has previously been shown in chapter 3 and 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5-4: Representative groups for each data category for Winter: (a) PV electricity output (EPV) includes
three clustered groups: W1 (Low EPV), W2 (Medium EPV), W3 (High EPV); (b) Electricity Price (EP) includes
two clustered groups: W1 (Low EP), W2 (High EP); (c) Grid wind ratio (GWR) includes four clustered groups:
W1 (Low GWR), W2 (Medium-Low GWR), W3 (Medium-High GWR), W4 (High GWR); (d) Building load (BL)
includes two clustered groups: W1 (Low BL), W2 (High BL); Wind turbine output (EW) includes one group: W1
(Medium EW).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5-5: Representative groups for each data category for Summer: (a) PV electricity output (EPV) includes
three clustered groups: S1 (Low EPV), S2 (Medium EPV), S3 (High EPV); (b) Electricity Price (EP) includes two
clustered groups: S1 (Low EP), S2 (High EP); (c) Grid wind ratio (GWR) includes four clustered groups: S1 (Low
GWR), S2 (Medium-Low GWR), S3 (Medium-High GWR), S4 (High GWR); (d) Building load (BL) includes two
clustered groups: S1 (Low BL), S2 (High BL); Wind turbine output (EW) includes one group: S1 (Medium EW).

5.6 Scenarios for demonstration of methods
Eight test cases were chosen to demonstrate the applicability of the methods described in
this chapter. These consisted of four test cases in winter (Test case 1–4) and four test cases
in summer (Test case 5–8). Each test case involved one day of EP, GWR, EPV, BL and
EW values, with these being selected from the data category groups described in Section
5.5. The demonstrative test cases chosen were as follows:
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Test case 1: This consisted of an EP represented by group W2, a low GWR
represented by group W1, EPV represented by group W2, BL represented by group
W1 and EW represented by group W1. This test case was chosen since the net
difference in energy (DE) (Section 3.4.1) varied from positive to negative
throughout the day, hence it would be interesting to observe the optimal
performance of the BB under these conditions.



Test case 2: This consisted of the same representative groups as Test case 1 for EP,
EPV, BL and EW, with the level of GWR being increased to representative group
W2. This test case was chosen in order to compare the effect of differing levels of
GWR on the optimal BB schedule. As can be seen from Figure 5-4 (c), the GWR
under this scenario was low in the first half of the day, and high in the second half
of the day.



Test case 3: This consisted of the same representative groups as Test cases 1 and 2
for EP, EPV, BL and EW, with the level of GWR being increased to representative
group W3. The GWR under this scenario was high in the first half of the day, and
low in the second half of the day, which was the opposite to Test case 2 and hence
the effect of differing GWR values on the optimal BB schedule could be compared.



Test case 4: This consisted of the same representative groups as Test cases 1, 2 and
3 for EP, PV, BL and EW, with the level of GWR being increased to representative
group W4. This test case was chosen to compare the effect of differing GWR
values on the optimal BB schedule between Test cases 1, 2, 3 and 4.



Test case 5: This consisted of an EP represented by group S2, a low GWR
represented by group S1, EPV represented by group S1, BL represented by group
S2 and EW represented by group S1. This test case was chosen since the net
difference in energy varied such that the optimal performance of the BB under
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these conditions should be observed. It also differed greatly from Test cases 1-4, so
a comparison between the optimal BB schedule from Winter to Summer could be
made.


Test case 6: This consisted of the same representative groups as Test case 5 for EP,
PV, BL and EW, with the level of GWR being increased to representative group
S2. This test case was chosen in order to compare the effect of differing levels of
GWR on the optimal BB schedule. As can be seen from Figure 5-5 (c), the GWR
under this scenario was low in the first half of the day, and high in the second half
of the day.



Test case 7: This consisted of the same representative groups as Test cases 5 and 6
for EP, PV, BL and EW, with the level of GWR being increased to representative
group S3. The GWR under this scenario was high in the first half of the day, and
low in the second half of the day, which was the opposite to Test case 6 and hence
the effect of differing GWR values on the optimal BB schedule could be compared.



Test case 8: This consisted of the same representative groups as Test cases 5, 6 and
7 for EP, PV, BL and EW, with the level of GWR being increased to representative
group S4. This test case was chosen to compare the effect of differing GWR values
on the optimal BB schedule between Test cases 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Table 5-1: Test cases 1–8 for demonstration of methods. The daily trends for each of the data categories selected
(W1, S1, W2, S2, etc.). Acronyms used: “EP” = Electricity price; “GWR” = Grid wind ratio; “EPV” = PV
electricity output; “BL” = Building load; “EW” = Wind turbine output.
Test case

Test case

3

4

W2

W2

W1

W2

EPV

W2

BL
EW

Test case 1

Test case 2

Test case 5

Test case 6

Test case 7

Test case 8

EP

W2

W2

S2

S2

S2

S2

GWR

W3

W4

S1

S2

S3

S4

W2

W2

W2

S1

S1

S1

S1

W1

W1

W1

W1

S2

S2

S2

S2

W1

W1

W1

W1

S1

S1

S1

S1
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5.7 Results and discussion
5.7.1 Comparison of test cases
Eight test cases (Table 5-1) were used to demonstrate the trade-offs between economically
running the building with an integrated MG and the facilitation of wind energy from the
smart grid, as well as the optimal operation of the BB under the different trade-off
scenarios.
Figure 5-6 shows the relationship between the WGF and operating cost of the building with
different values of the priority weighting factor α from 0% to 100% for Test case 1 (a
Winter scenario, as listed in Table 5-1). At α = 0%, the schedule was optimized to minimize
the operating cost only. The daily operating cost was €1.14 day, and the WGF was 10.69%,
which was also the minimum WGF value observed across the different α values used. At α
= 100%, the schedule was optimized to maximize WGF only. The WGF was 14.73%, and
the daily operating cost was €2.97 day, which was also the maximum operating cost
observed across the different α values used for that particular day. As the priority weighting
factor increased from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%, both operating cost and WGF
increased, however this increase was not linear. Hence a yield value was introduced
(Equation 5.7) which calculated the normalized increase in WGF relative to the normalized
increase in cost upon increasing the value of α. As can be seen from Figure 5-7, at an α
value of 10%, the yield was approximately 14 i.e. the difference in WGF was 14 times the
corresponding difference in operating cost when changing the α value from 0% to 10%
(with both WGF and cost being normalized in the interval [0,1] (Table B-1). This implied a
cost of approximately €0.03 for every 1% increase in WGF. In comparison to this, changing
from an α value of 20% to an α value of 100% incurred a cost of approximately €3.02 for
every 1% increase in WGF, illustrating the non-linearity of increasing α values.
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Figure 5-8 shows the net difference in energy (DE), grid wind ratio (GWR) and electricity
price (EP) every 30 minutes throughout the day for Test case 1. The corresponding BB
SOC values obtained using the optimization method described in Section 5.4 are also
shown, for α values from 0% to 100% in 10% increments. From 00:00 to 10:00 the EP was
low, while very little energy was being consumed by the building or produced by the MG,
hence the DE value was close to zero. Therefore, for an α value of 0% where the relative
importance of minimizing building operating cost was high, the SOC of the BB remained
relatively static for this period of time, as the low EP ensured that the electricity required
for the building could be purchased without adding significantly to the building operating
cost. From 10:00 to 15:00 the EP remained low while the DE value was positive due to
electricity production from the MG, hence for an α value of 0% the BB charged during this
period. From 15:00 onwards the EP increased to a peak at 18:00 and remained relatively
high until 22:00. With an α value of 0% the BB discharged during this period in order to
use the stored electricity from earlier in the day as an alternative to purchasing expensive
electricity from the grid.
For large α values where the relative importance of maximizing WGF was high, the BB
charged at GWR peaks between 00:00 and 01:00 and between 07:00 and 08:00. For the
majority of the remainder of the day the BB discharged to meet the building electricity
demand, while it charged from 10:00 to 15:00 when the DE value was positive due to
electricity production from the MG.
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Figure 5-6: Pareto curve for Test case 1, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation facilitation
for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.

Figure 5-7: Yield values for Test case 1, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.
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Figure 5-8: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by
the building), electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 1; (b) The
corresponding state of charge (SOC) of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0%
and 100% in increments of 10%.

Figure 5-9 shows the relationship between the WGF and operating cost of the building with
different values of α from 0% to 100% for Test case 2 (Table 5-1), which was another
Winter scenario which used a different GWR profile to Test case 1. At α = 0%, the daily
operating cost was €1.14, and the WGF was 19.84%. At α = 100%, the daily operating cost
was €1.65 and the WGF was 32.62%. As can be seen from Figure 5-10, at an α value of
10% the yield was 1.65. This implied a cost of approximately €0.02 for every 1% increase
in WGF when changing from an α value of 0% to an α value of 10%. In comparison to this,
changing from an α value of 20% to an α value of 100% incurred a cost of approximately
€0.48 for every 1% increase in WGF, again illustrating the non-linearity of increasing α
values as with Test case 1.
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Figure 5-11 depicts the DE, GWR and EP every 30 minutes throughout the day for Test
case 2. The corresponding BB SOC values are also shown for α values from 0% to 100%.
The SOC values of the BB for an α value of 0% were the same as those for Test case 1
since only the GWR values differed from Test case 1.
For large α values where the relative importance of maximizing WGF was high, the BB
discharged from 0:00 to 9:00 as the WGF was relatively low during this period. As the DE
value became positive due to electricity production from the MG between 10:00 and 15:00,
the BB charged before discharging this renewable electricity to the building from 16:00 to
20:00. From 21:00 onwards, electricity was purchased from the NPG until 23:00. From
23:00 to 00:00 the BB stored electricity from the NPG in order to take advantage of the
peak GWR as well as to return the BB SOC to 40% as defined by the constraints in Section
4.3.2.

Figure 5-9: Pareto curve for Test case 2, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation facilitation
for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure 5-10:Yield values for Test case 2, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.

Figure 5-11: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by the building),
electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 2; (b) The corresponding state of charge (SOC)
of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0% and 100% in increments of 10%.
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It‘s clear that the optimized SOC profile of the BB for test cases 1 and 2 differ greatly,
while the yield values (Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-10) display a similar pattern i.e. large yields
for α values of 10% and 20% with significant reductions in yields for larger α values.
For test cases 3 and 4, two further Winter scenarios which used a different GWR profile to
test cases 1 and 2, again the SOC profiles of the BB (Figure B-3 and Figure B-6, Appendix
B) differed while a similar pattern for yields (Figure B-2 and Figure B-5, Appendix B) was
observed. The reason for the similar yield patterns was the adaption of the BB to the
conditions of the particular test case, with the optimization algorithm determining the
appropriate times at which the BB should be charged and discharged depending on the
objective defined by the priority weighting factor.
Figure 5-12 shows the relationship between the WGF and operating cost of the building
with different values of α from 0% to 100% for Test case 7, which was a Summer scenario
defined in Table 5-1. At α = 0%, the daily operating cost at was €0.35, and the WGF was
31.41%. At α = 100%, the daily operating cost was €1.86 and the WGF was 42.20%. As
can be seen from Figure 5-13, at an α value of 10% the yield was 4.79. This implied a cost
of approximately €0.03 for every 1% increase in WGF when changing from an α value of
0% to an α value of 10%. In comparison to this, changing from an α value of 20% to an α
value of 100% incurred a cost of approximately €1.85 for every 1% increase in WGF, again
illustrating the non-linearity of increasing α values as described previously for Winter
scenarios in Test cases 1 and 2.
Figure 5-14 depicts the DE, GWR and EP every 30 minutes throughout the day for Test
case 7. The corresponding BB SOC values are also shown for α values from 0% to 100%.
From 00:00 to 8:00 the EP was low, while very little energy was being consumed by the
building or produced by the MG, hence the DE value was close to zero. Therefore, for an α
value of 0% where the relative importance of minimizing building operating cost was high,
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the SOC of the BB remained relatively static for this period of time due to the low EP. At
08:00 the BB discharged due to an increase in EP as well as a large increase in building
electricity consumption, while it then charged from 11:00 to 19:00 due to electricity
production from the MG.
For large α values where the relative importance of maximizing WGF was high, the BB
charged during a peak in GWR between 02:00 and 04:00, then discharged when building
electricity consumption increased at 08:00. Throughout the day (10:00 to 19:00), much of
the building‘s electricity consumption was met by the MG, with the purchase of electricity
from the NPG not being required.

Figure 5-12: Pareto curve for Test case 7, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation
facilitation for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure 5-13: Yield values for Test case 7, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.

Figure 5-14: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by the building),
electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 7; (b) The corresponding state of charge (SOC)
of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0% and 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure 5-15 shows the relationship between the WGF and operating cost of the building
with different values of α from 0% to 100% for Test case 8 (Table 5-1), which was another
Summer scenario which used a different GWR profile to Test case 7. At α = 0%, the daily
operating cost at was €0.35, and the WGF was 47.79%. At α = 100%, the daily operating
cost was €1.57 and the WGF was 53.23%. As can be seen from Figure 5-16, at an α value
of 10% the yield was 4.5. This implied a cost of approximately €0.05 for every 1% increase
in WGF when changing from an α value of 0% to an α value of 10%. In comparison to this,
changing from an α value of 20% to an α value of 100% incurred a cost of approximately
€1.91 for every 1% increase in WGF, again illustrating the non-linearity of increasing α
values as with Test case 7.
Figure 5-17 depicts the DE, GWR and EP every 30 minutes throughout the day for Test
case 8. The corresponding BB SOC values are also shown for α values from 0% to 100%.
The SOC values of the BB for an α value of 0% were the same as those for Test case 7
since only the GWR values differed from Test case 7.
For large α values where the relative importance of maximizing WGF was high, the BB
discharged from 00:00 to 07:00 due to relatively low GWR during this period. When GWR
values peaked at 07:30, 14:30 and 00:00, the electricity with high GWR was purchased and
used to charge the BB, with this electricity being discharged at other points in the day when
GWR was low and DE was negative, such as at 09:00 and 23:00.
It‘s clear that the optimized SOC profile of the BB for Test cases 7 and 8 differ greatly,
while the yield curves (Figure 5-13and Figure 5-16) display a similar pattern i.e. large
yields for α values of 10% and 20% with significant reductions in yields for larger α values.
For test cases 5 and 6 (Table 5-1), two further Summer scenarios which used a different
GWR profile to test case 7 and test case 8, again the SOC profiles of the BB (Figure B-9
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and Figure B-12, Appendix B) differed while a similar pattern for yields (Figure B-8 and
Figure B-11, Appendix B) was observed.
Comparing the yield curves of the four observed Winter scenarios (Figure 5-7, Figure 5-10,
Figure B-2, Figure B-5) to the four observed Summer scenarios (Figure 5-13, Figure 5-16,
Figure B-8, Figure B-11), it can again be seen that the patterns are similar despite the
changes in EP, EPV, BL, EW and GWR across the two seasons and eight scenarios, as well
as significant changes in the BB SOC profiles. This is a clear illustration of the adaptability
and robustness of the optimization method implemented, with the control of the BB
charge/discharge schedule being crucial.

Figure 5-15: Pareto curve for Test case 8, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation
facilitation for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure 5-16: Yield values for Test case 8, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.

Figure 5-17: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by
the building), electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 8; (b) The
corresponding state of charge (SOC) of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0%
and 100% in increments of 10%.
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Table 5-2: Daily building operating cost (COST) and wind generation facilitation (WGF) for Test Cases 1-4 under
all ɑ values.

Test case 1

Test case 2

Test case 3

Test case 4

α

COST (€)

WGF (%)

COST (€)

WGF (%)

COST (€)

WGF (%)

COST (€)

WGF (%)

0%

1.14

10.69

1.14

19.84

1.14

34.55

1.14

46.97

10%

1.24

13.77

1.39

30.36

1.25

46.65

1.26

52.38

20%

1.37

14.29

1.46

32.22

1.31

48.17

1.36

53.15

30%

1.46

14.34

1.50

32.41

1.40

48.17

1.47

53.35

40%

1.55

14.38

1.55

32.45

1.49

48.31

1.55

53.36

50%

1.66

14.45

1.57

32.47

1.53

48.32

1.61

53.46

60%

1.73

14.56

1.59

32.47

1.59

48.53

1.68

53.62

70%

2.02

14.56

1.61

32.48

1.81

48.63

1.73

53.62

80%

2.50

14.68

1.61

32.48

2.01

48.80

1.85

53.67

90%

2.64

14.71

1.63

32.52

2.17

48.81

2.14

53.71

100%

2.97

14.73

1.65

32.62

2.46

48.81

2.27

53.75

Table 5-3: Daily building operating cost (COST) and wind generation facilitation (WGF) for Test Cases 5-8 under
all ɑ values.

Test case 5

Test case 6

Test case 7

Test case 8

α

COST (€)

WGF (%)

COST (€)

WGF (%)

COST (€)

WGF (%)

COST (€)

WGF (%)

0%

0.35

4.93

0.35

16.05

0.35

31.41

0.35

47.79

10%

0.65

7.52

0.61

24.51

0.57

38.85

0.54

51.57

20%

0.93

7.93

0.79

25.62

0.71

41.58

0.67

52.76

30%

1.09

8.04

0.94

26.14

0.91

41.88

0.70

52.78

40%

1.20

8.04

1.15

26.43

0.96

41.90

0.75

52.92

50%

1.29

8.04

1.32

26.54

1.02

42.05

0.77

53.00

60%

1.38

8.04

1.37

26.55

1.06

42.08

0.89

53.09

70%

1.39

8.05

1.56

26.58

1.15

42.09

0.97

53.12

80%

1.44

8.05

1.68

26.69

1.30

42.15

1.09

53.18

90%

1.49

8.05

2.21

26.71

1.43

42.16

1.37

53.23

100%

1.55

8.09

2.38

26.75

1.86

42.20

1.57

53.23

Table 5-4: Yield values for Test Cases 1-8 for all α values.

α

Test case 1

Test case 2

Test case 3

Test case 4

Test case 5

Test case 6

Test case 7

Test case 8

10%

13.66

1.65

10.32

7.72

3.29

6.24

4.79

4.50

20%

1.84

1.05

2.14

1.21

0.54

1.17

2.61

2.07

30%

0.28

0.19

0.00

0.32

0.27

0.68

0.21

0.14

40%

0.19

0.04

0.14

0.01

0.01

0.25

0.07

0.65

50%

0.26

0.03

0.04

0.34

0.00

0.13

0.40

1.04
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60%

0.67

0.00

0.31

0.37

0.00

0.04

0.07

0.17

70%

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.01

0.25

0.03

0.02

0.06

80%

0.11

0.03

0.07

0.07

0.01

0.16

0.06

0.13

90%

0.12

0.08

0.01

0.02

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.03

100%

0.02

0.19

0.00

0.05

0.28

0.05

0.01

0.00

Daily building operating costs and WGF for all 8 test cases are presented in Table 5-2 and
Table 5-3, with their associated yield values presented in Table 5-4 and their normalized
values presented in Table B-1and Table B-2 in Appendix B. It can be seen for all 8 test
cases that generally the WGF increases by a relatively large amount when changing from an
α value of 0% to an α value of 10% and from 10% to 20%, together with an associated
increase in cost. When increasing the α value from 20% to 30% and above, the increases in
WGF are relatively small. For example, in Test Case 1 the WGF increases from the
minimum WGF (at an α of 0%) to within 76% of the maximum WGF upon changing from
an α of 0% to an α of 10% (Table B-1). The corresponding cost increases from the
minimum cost (at α = 0%) to within 6% of the maximum cost. Furthermore, the WGF
increases to within 89% of the maximum WGF upon changing from an α of 10% to an α of
20%, with the corresponding cost increasing to within 13% of the maximum cost. The
WGF values then increase by small amounts from an α of 20% until the maximum WGF is
reached at α = 100%. However the corresponding cost continues to increase by similar
amounts to those observed between 0% and 10% until the maximum cost is reached at α =
100%. Similar results can be seen for the other 7 scenarios presented, with their yield values
(Table 5-4) decreasing significantly upon increasing α to values above 20%. These results
demonstrate the importance of different α values, as large amounts of wind may be
facilitated for relatively little extra cost when increasing α from 0% to 20%.
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5.7.2 Analysis of all scenarios
96 different scenario combinations (i.e. 48 days for summer and 48 days for winter) were
examined in this study. Yield values for all 48 winter scenarios and all 48 summer scenarios
for α values from 0% to 100% are shown in Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19. For both winter
and summer it can be seen that the same pattern discussed above occurs, with yield values
being largest at α values of 10% and 20% but decreasing significantly for larger α values.
As mentioned previously this pattern of similar yields illustrates the robustness of the
system, with the BB being controlled by the optimization algorithm and hence adapting to
the given conditions (EPV, EW, EP, GWR, BL) and charging and discharging at the
appropriate times using the 12 charge and discharge rates.
The optimal α value was generally between 10% and 20%, as very little benefit in terms of
WGF was gained when moving to higher α values, despite corresponding increases in
building operating cost.

Figure 5-18: Yield values for 48 scenario combinations in winter.
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Figure 5-19: Yield values for 48 scenario combinations in summer.

Regarding practical applications of this chapter, NPG operators could take advantage of
the methods put forth to help prevent curtailment of wind or other types of renewable
energy. The cost of constructing a large storage facility to reduce curtailment may be
greater than the cost of the curtailment itself (Gloutsos et al. [187]). Hence introducing
financial incentives for users of buildings with integrated MGs may be a prudent solution
to the problem of curtailment. The implementation of BB control to facilitate wind
generation and minimize building costs under the optimal α value of 10-20% (i.e. the
optimal trade-off scenario) would ensure that more wind energy from the NPG was used,
with curtailment being reduced as a result. Furthermore, the monetary cost to building
users of changing from the minimum cost scenario (α=0%) to the optimal α scenario
would be relatively small. For example, in Test case 3 the cost when changing from an α
value of 0% to 10% would be €0.11 per day (Table 5-2), with a corresponding increase in
WGF of 12.10%. Therefore the financial incentive required to encourage users to make
this change would be relatively minor. In other words, the implementation of this method
would allow greater facilitation of wind energy at a low cost to NPG operators. This would
also add no extra cost to building operators due to the financial incentives put forth by the
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NPG operator. The demonstrated robustness of the system would also ensure that the
method could be successfully implemented at a variety of locations with differing
climactic conditions.
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Chapter 6 - GLOBAL DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the synthesis of the research findings and the global discussion
related to results presented in this thesis. The work presented follows a clear and logical
progression at each step from conception to realisation (i.e. from Chapter 3 to Chapter 5).
In Chapter 2 a literature review was carried out to establish the gaps in knowledge in the
area and to identify the most suitable methods to employ. Chapter 3 contained analyses,
which aimed to identify a suitable economic optimisation method for buildings with
integrated MGs. Chapter 4 contained strategies with which the control of batteries in
commercial buildings was economically optimized. Chapter 5 contained an optimal tradeoff analysis to minimize building costs while simultaneously maximizing wind generation
facilitation from the NPG.
Regarding specific results from each chapter, firstly a suitable optimization algorithm was
required in order to develop an optimization platform for buildings with integrated MGs.
In Chapter 3 a piecemeal decision algorithm, a particle swarm optimisation algorithm and
a Genetic algorithm were used to generate an optimal charge/discharge rate schedule for a
BB, in a building with an integrated PV system and WT. This was carried out by using
mechanistic models for the PV, wind and battery as well as a building energy consumption
model developed from empirical data and employee work schedules. It is worth noting,
that as this is a college campus-based micro-grid, a large amount of electrical load data
was available to construct a load demand forecast model. This would be an obvious
constraint if one were to examine a building with a limited historical data set available.
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Electricity prices were predicted using a real time pricing model based on actual electricity
price data. It was found, based on the analysis of 10 days operation (Thursday 19/02/2015
to Saturday 28/02/2015), that building operating costs can be reduced by up to 32% per
day for a single charge/discharge rate schedule, or by up to 56% per day when utilizing
multiple charge/discharge rates.
Having established the requirement for multiple charge/discharge rates to fully realise the
cost saving potential for buildings, Chapter 4 investigated how the number of potential
charge/discharge rates affects this cost saving potential. Results demonstrated that the
building operating costs decreased as the number of available charge and discharge rates
was increased. The number of potential charge/discharge rates was varied between 1 and
20, while both the GA and the PSO were implemented for optimization in order to assess
whether one algorithm outperformed the other when the number of potential
charge/discharge rates was varied. The GA achieved building operating cost reductions of
up to 31% compared to a scenario where no battery was used in the building, while PSO
achieved corresponding building operating cost reductions of up to 28% depending on the
number of potential charge/discharge rates employed. The GA was chosen for use in the
optimization platform for buildings with integrated MGs due to its superior performance
when the number of potential charge/discharge rates was varied. Furthermore, this study
found that the optimal number of charge/discharge rates was 12. When the number of
potential charge/discharge rates exceeded 12, the cost reductions incurred began to plateau.
A sensitivity analysis was also conducted which scaled both electricity price and weather
data to ascertain how sensitive the optimal building costs were to changes in input data.
When electricity price input data were scaled, the optimized building costs varied between
+1% and −3% of the optimized building costs when there was no scaling of electricity
price input data. When weather input data was scaled, the optimized building costs varied
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between 10% and −17% when compared with no scaling of weather input data. Scaling
was introduced as a measure to simulate and model the effects of imperfect prediction
scenarios.
The results from chapter 4 show that the use of a variety of charge/discharge rates affected
the operating cost of the MG. Compared to the previous study [151], [153] which focused
on only the variation of SOC and the amount of energy in and out of the battery system,
the operating cost of the MG in this study was reduced by up to 31% with an optimal
charge/discharge schedule. Additional building costs such as capital and maintenance costs
were not included in this study. However, intuitively speaking, as the developed
optimisation system yields savings in excess of 30%, this ought to absorb any capital and
maintenance costs whilst still maintaining a profit margin over a traditional time of use
tariff structure.
Chapter 5 subsequently undertook a practical analysis to investigate the trade-offs that can
be achieved between optimizing the electricity costs of a building integrated MG, while
simultaneously facilitating high levels of wind penetration from the NPG to reduce
curtailment. Multi-objective optimization was implemented to obtain an optimal battery
charge and discharge schedule, with a priority weighting factor being applied to each of
the two objectives (minimizing electricity costs and maximizing wind penetration from the
NPG), with the purpose of varying the importance of each objective relative to the other.
A total of 96 scenarios were evaluated, with varying weather conditions, building
electricity demand, electricity pricing, MG output and wind penetration from the NPG. For
the 96 scenarios analysed, when the priority weighting factor was 20% or higher (whereby
the objective function was gradually weighted away from minimizing costs and towards
wind generation facilitation), the amount of extra wind generation facilitation obtained was
negligible while building operating costs continued to increase. The results showed that
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when changing from an α value of 0% to an α value of 20%, there was a large increase in
wind generation facilitation compared to the corresponding increase in cost, with wind
generation facilitation increasing from its minimum value to within 89% of its maximum
value (10.7% to 14.3% of facilitated wind generation). The corresponding building cost
increased from its minimum value to within 13% of its maximum value (€1.14 day to
€1.37 day). This produced a cost of approximately €0.06 for every 1% increase in wind
generation facilitation. In comparison to this, changing from an α value of 20% to an α
value of 100% implied a cost of approximately €3.64 for every 1% increase in wind
generation facilitation. These results indicated that relatively large gains in wind
generation facilitation could be made for very small increases in building operating costs,
while the robustness of the optimization algorithm was demonstrated by the fact that
results were similar when using 96 different combinations of weather conditions, building
electricity demand, electricity pricing, MG output and wind penetration from the NPG. In
other words, the optimization algorithm‘s ability to control the BB operating schedule
despite changing external conditions was clear.
The results from Chapters 4 and 5 illustrate that the use of an operating control schedule
for the BB assisted in the reduction of the MG operating costs as well as enhancing the
wind generation facilitation. The use of this control method is very applicable and practical
in a real-time environment as already demonstrated by several previous cognate studies
[135,136] and [158].

6.1 Relevance to building users
The models and methods put forward in Chapters 3-5 to build the optimization platform
for buildings with integrated MGs are effective, portable and scalable, and can be used to
optimize the use of a MG for any commercial building. The platform may be used to
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provide information regarding the best battery control strategy to minimize building
operating costs or maximise wind generation facilitation from the NPG. The methods may
also be employed to assess trade-offs between these criteria.

6.2 Relevance to policymakers
The optimisation platform could also be used to provide best practice strategies concerning
the control of MGs in buildings. Considering the proliferation of wind energy in Ireland
and the resulting increases in curtailment losses discussed in Chapter 1, results in this
study may be used to inform policy regarding financial incentivization by NPG operators
for building users and MG operators, which according to the results seen in Chapter 5 may
help prevent curtailment of wind generation in an economical manner. However, without
the use of the optimization platform for buildings with integrated MGs established and
demonstrated in this thesis it would not be possible to implement these policy changes.
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Chapter 7 - GLOBAL CONCLUSION

This thesis developed and analysed optimisation strategies for a commercial building with
an integrated MG, to find the optimal trade-off between maximising profitability and
facilitating renewable energy from the NPG. The conclusions of the work were as follows:


Models of PVS, WT and batteries were developed to ascertain what effect these
technologies have on building operating costs.



When implementing battery control strategies, building operating costs were
reduced by up to 32% per day for a single charge/discharge rate schedule, or by 56
% for a multiple charge/discharge rates schedule.



Metaheuristic methods proved superior to a piecemeal decision approach for
generating an optimal charge/discharge rate schedule for a BB, with the goal of
minimizing building operating costs. A Genetic Algorithm was found to be the
most suitable optimization algorithm for this application, while the most suitable
number of potential charge/discharge rates was 12.



From using multi-objective optimization, it was demonstrated that large gains in
wind generation facilitation could be achieved for very small increases in building
operating costs. The optimization algorithm was capable of effectively controlling
the BB operating schedule despite changing external conditions.



The methods developed in this thesis proved very effective for balancing the
facilitation of wind energy from the NPG with the economic operation of MGs for
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commercial buildings. Hence, these methods could be effectively used for
curtailment reduction.
The aforementioned conclusions provide a synopsis of the principal outcomes from this
work. However, the main novel contributions made to the state of the art are as follows:


Methodology to determine the appropriate number of charge/discharge rates for a
battery bank schedule, using different charge/discharge methods including constant
current and constant voltage.



Application of a multi-objective optimisation algorithm to minimise the operating
cost whilst maximising wind generation facilitation. To the best of the author‘s
knowledge, this has not been previously applied to a micro-grid environment.



Development of an innovative methodology to examine the trade-offs between
overall cost and wind generation facilitation based on a priority weighting factor.

7.1 Future Work
Several aspects of this thesis could be expanded in future studies. The strategies for
implementing day-ahead battery charge/discharge schedules could be used by NPG
operators and building users to reduce curtailment of wind energy at a national level. As
discussed in Chapter 5, the financial incentive required to encourage end users to employ
these strategies would be insignificant, while it would allow high facilitation of wind
energy.

The work performed in this thesis is based on an existing campus-based building with RES
and an auxiliary battery back-up supply. Consequently, a sufficient volume of data existed
to derive and model the load demand and RES components. Future work could examine
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the implications of utilizing and initialising generic models that would learn and adopt
over time to represent their respective building envelopes.

The focus of this thesis concentrated on the derivation of an optimal charge / discharge
schedule for a lead acid battery bank. As an advancement of this work, one could converge
on an optimal solution that simultaneously considers the load demand and the utilisation of
the battery bank.

This work utilised day-ahead real-time pricing from the Integrated-Single Electricity
Market (I-SEM) in Ireland provided by Eirgrid. A progression of this work could consider
the employment of a real-time pricing forecaster that delivers an expanded RTP prediction
time horizon. Intuitively, this should facilitate greater load shifting performance and
battery utilisation whilst further enabling the potential contribution from RES to the
overall energy mix.
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Appendix A

Electricity production (PV + Wind) and consumption for one simulation day

Figure A-1: Half-hourly energy production and consumption values for one sample day, PV = Photovoltaic
system production (kWh), Wind = Wind turbine production (kWh), Load = Building load consumption (kWh),
DE = difference between electricity production and consumption (i.e. DE = PV +Wind – Load) (kWh).

Variation of SOC over a 24 hour period for Configuration 20
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Figure A-2: Real time pricing, difference in electricity produced and consumed, and state of charge of the
battery bank over a 24 hour period for Configuration 20 i.e. twenty charge and twenty discharge rates
available. In this simulation day, SOC values vary between around 28% and 47%.

Sensitivity analysis of the GA when dealing with scaled weather and electricity price data

Figure A-3: Percentage change in operating costs when scaling percentages (SP) between -25% and +25%
were applied to electricity price data for both Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO).
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Figure A-4: Percentage change in operating costs when scaling percentages (SP) between -25% and +25%
were applied to weather input data for both Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
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Appendix B

Figure B-1: Pareto curve for Test case 3, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation facilitation
for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.

Figure B-2: Yield values for Test case 3, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.
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Figure B-3: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by
the building), electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 3; (b) The
corresponding state of charge (SOC) of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0%
and 100% in increments of 10%.

Figure B-4: Pareto curve for Test case 4, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation
facilitation for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure B-5: Yield values for Test case 4, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.

Figure B-6: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by
the building), electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 4; (b) The
corresponding state of charge (SOC) of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0%
and 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure B-7: Pareto curve for Test case 5, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation
facilitation for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.

Figure B-8: Yield values for Test case 5, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.
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Figure B-9: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed by
the building), electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 5; (b) The
corresponding state of charge (SOC) of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0%
and 100% in increments of 10%.

Figure B-10: Pareto curve for Test case 6, showing daily building operating cost and wind generation
facilitation for 11 α values ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%.
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Figure B-11: Yield values for Test case 6, showing the ratio of the change in normalized wind generation
facilitation to the change in normalized daily operating cost at each α value between 0% and 100% in
increments of 10%.

Figure B-12: (a) The energy difference (energy produced by renewable generation minus energy consumed
by the building), electricity price and grid wind ratio at thirty minute intervals for Test case 6; (b) The
corresponding state of charge (SOC) of the BB under the optimal BB schedule for each α value between 0%
and 100% in increments of 10%.
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Appendix B
Table B-1: Daily building operating cost (normalized values) COST’ and wind generation facilitation (normalized
values) WGF’ for Test Cases 1-4 under all ɑ values.

Test case 1

Test case 2

Test case 3

Test case 4

α

COST’

WGF’

COST’

WGF’

COST’

WGF’

COST’

WGF’

0%

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

10%

0.056

0.762

0.498

0.823

0.082

0.849

0.103

0.798

20%

0.126

0.892

0.637

0.969

0.132

0.955

0.198

0.912

30%

0.174

0.905

0.713

0.983

0.199

0.955

0.290

0.942

40%

0.223

0.915

0.798

0.987

0.265

0.965

0.368

0.943

50%

0.284

0.930

0.846

0.988

0.293

0.966

0.415

0.958

60%

0.325

0.958

0.888

0.988

0.339

0.980

0.476

0.981

70%

0.484

0.959

0.917

0.989

0.509

0.987

0.521

0.982

80%

0.746

0.988

0.922

0.989

0.664

0.999

0.634

0.990

90%

0.819

0.997

0.958

0.992

0.782

1.000

0.885

0.994

100%

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Table B-2: Daily building operating cost (normalized values) COST’ and wind generation facilitation (normalized
values) WGF’ for Test Cases 5-8 under all ɑ values.

Test case 5

Test case 6

Test case 7

Test case 8

α

COST’

WGF’

COST’

WGF’

COST’

WGF’

COST’

WGF’

0%

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

10%

0.249

0.820

0.127

0.790

0.144

0.689

0.154

0.695

20%

0.487

0.949

0.215

0.894

0.241

0.943

0.260

0.914

30%

0.617

0.983

0.288

0.943

0.373

0.970

0.290

0.918

40%

0.709

0.985

0.394

0.970

0.405

0.972

0.328

0.943

50%

0.781

0.985

0.477

0.980

0.440

0.986

0.342

0.958

60%

0.861

0.985

0.503

0.981

0.471

0.989

0.439

0.975

70%

0.869

0.987

0.593

0.984

0.531

0.990

0.510

0.979

80%

0.908

0.987

0.656

0.994

0.629

0.995

0.608

0.992

90%

0.955

0.987

0.917

0.996

0.717

0.996

0.836

1.000

100%

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000
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